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Columbia responds to terrorist attaCKS
0 College takes action
during tragic times
By Ryan Adair
Executive Editor
There's no question the recent tragedy
that has crippled New York City and
Washington. D. C .. has indeed affected
the nation as a whole. The repercus. ions
of Sept. II 's attack have been fe lt from
California to Maine. Chicago. the country's third largest city. and now the nurnber one economic center. is certai nly not
immune to the threat of such an assault.
Beyond the feelings of shock and sorrow. a tragedy of these proportions has
reached each and every American. l lerc
at Columbia. the school is stepping up
efforts to aid those in dire need" ho ha' c
been directly affected b) the>e acts.
The college is current!) ~xploring the
option of establishing a scholarship fund
that "ill aid students from the Ne" Yor~.
, ew Jersey and the Washington. D.C.,
area who may have lost a loved one in the
attacks.
Also in the works is the
Columbia College New York Relief Fund
which wi ll assist famil ies and friends of
those who may have died or been disabled
by the Sept. II attacks. College
Dwayne M. Thomas/Chronicle
faculty and staff may have deductions
taken from their weekly payro ll or they
WCRX station s upervisors Cheryl Langston (left) and Joel Yeast work o n coverage of
can write a check payable to the fund.
the tragic events in New York and Washington DC.
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These efforts are being organized through
the Institutional Advancement Office.
Paul Chiaravalle. the college's newly
appointed chief of staff. said Columbia
simply wanted be involved in the massive
relief effort taking place across the country.
··we really fe lt that we needed to do
something." he said .
The college is a lso planni ng two separate blood dri ves in association with the
American Red Cross for facu lty. staff and
students as the fall semester gets undcrwa). Details are pending from th~ OITicc
of Student Affairs.
Besides the relief efforts put forward b)
the school. administrators also acknowledge the emotional toll such events can
ha~e on the college community. In
response. the Office of Human Resources
has set up a variety of counsel ing services available to the facu lt) and sta lf "ho
ma) be struggling "ith the shock and
aftermath of the assaults.
··we hope that b) setting up this service,
it may help to answer any questions." said
Rhonda Hart. from Human Resources.
"We wanted them [faculty and stafl] to
know that we are there for them and that
we really do care."
The counseling services are availal>le
from the Salvation Army Family. the
Family Insti tute at Northwestern

See Efforts, page 2

New office created to ease employment on campus
0 Student hourly minimum wage
jumps 24 percent from last semester
By Neda Slmeonova
News Editor
In an effort ' to reduce confusion and better assist student employees and their supervisors, the Office of
Student Affairs announced the formation of the Student
Employment Office.
Over the years, the number of students employed by
Columbia has grown to approximately 850 students,
which led to the development of the Student
Employment Office. It will serve as a center to tend to
the needs of students seeking employment on campus
and provide support to their supervisors.
Maxine !;:vans, who previously worked as the associate director of the Financial Aid Office and managed the
Federal Work-Study program, is now heading the

Student Employment Office. Assisting Evans will be
Vickie Hayes, who has been the coordinator for the
campus student employment over the past I 5 years.
Currently departments at Columbia, including the
work-aid and work-study programs hire students for
other functions such as tutors and part-time temps. The
authorization process was confusing, said Hayes, as
some of the student employees had to get processed
through the Career Center for the Arts and Media, and
others would go directly to payroll.
"We are trying to have as a goal for all students [who
are] currently enrolled and have a job to get through
here. As long as they are working on campus they will
be processed through the Student Employment Office,"
Evans said.
The new Student Employment Office will deal with all
student employees, which will help speed and ease the
authorization process.
·
" Everybody wi ll benefit, it will make the process
smoother for the departments, for students and definitely for payroll, who deal with the paperwork," Hayes

said.
The office is already implementing new steps. Starting
this summer the minimum wage for students was
increased to $7 per hour from last year's rate of $5.65
per hour.
According to Evans, a brief survey of the colleges in
the Chicago area showed that Columbia 's base rate of
$5,65 per hour was among the lowest current pay rates
among other colleges. This resulted in Acting Vice
President of Student Affairs Mark Kelly's decision to
keep the summer rate. The new program was recently
approved by Mike DeSalle, the vice president of Finance
at Columbia.
Evans thinks the new hourly wage will remain the
same for the next several years. "The college wants to
see how much money we really are going to spend at this
rate so they are probably going to keep it at this rate for
the next two years," Evans said.
Changes are also being made to the requirements for

See Employment, page 3

College faces changes in structure and administration
0 Columbia gets organized
with restructuring and creation
of new administration roles
By Ryan Adair
Executive Editor
With the commencement of this academic year, the college has completely
implemented the new structure approved
last semester by Columbia administrators.
Set to give the college a more organized
format, the restructuring process took little more than a year for approval and
caused some controversy last spring

when the final agreement came fro m th~
College Council.
Under the new plan each of Columbia's
academic departments are organized to fit
under one of the four new schools. The
deans of the newly formed schools are
responsible for supervising their respective departments and divisions, in addition to overseeing executive activities
that support the college as a whole.
"As an institution, we need to change,"
said Columbia President Warrick L.
Carter. " The restructuring plan will create
mechanisms by which these concerns can
be answered. We need to work collectively and will make sure it is as broad based
as possible."
Cheryl Johnson-Odim is head of the

School of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
which
encompasses
the
Liberal
Education department a long side the
Math and Science departments. Odim,
who is former chairperson of the Liberal
Education department, received a Ph.D.
from Northwestern University and is a
leading specialist in African-American
history and gender studies. She is also a
Fulbright scho lar and author of For
Women and the Nation.
Leonard Lehrer from New York
University is the college's dean of the
School of Fine and Performing Arts,
which supervises the Theater, Music and
Dance departments. In other appointments, Keith Cleveland, of the Graduate
School, is now acting dean of the gradu-

ate division and Doreen Bartoni is dean
of the School of Media Arts, which
encompasses such departments as Fi lm
and Video, Television, Journalism and
Interactive Multimedia, among others.
The appointment of Bartoni comes after
much
controversy
surrounding
Columbia's initial candidate named for
the position of dean of the School of
Media Arts. Wade Roberts, chair of the
Interactive Multimedia department, had
been appointed by the college to head the
school, but that choice met with stem
criticism as it was revealed Roberts had
been accused of fabricating an article he

See~page2
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:.:/ 'career Center for Arts and
helps students find jobs
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I I · ~t"be~tsf lobltlllg for pa1d work on campus th1s semester can get help 1n the search from Columb1a 's Career
Center for Arts and Med1a at 623 S Wabash Ave 1n SUite
300
Career adv1sors can help students find JOb opportumt1es
both on and off campus
For more mformallon call (312) 344 - 7280 and ask to
talk to a career adv1sor. or che ck out JOb leads online at
www.colum edu/student-hfe/careerplannlngr.ndex.html

Campus safety and security
For the commencement of the new academ1c yea r the
Department of Campus Safety and Secunty has re leased
a list of safety and secunty tips.
- Within campus facilities:
Never leave your belongmgs unattended.
Neve r leave an office or residential door unlocked, even
for a few minutes.
Be aware of the location of the emergency call boxes.
phones and exits on each floor throughout the campus
build1ngs.
Study in open areas around people.
-While on the street:
Choose a well-lit path. free of construction and debris as
your rout to your destination.
Stay alert. Walk with confidence and purpose.
Travel with a friend to your destination, whenever possible.
Have your keys or transportation money readily ava ilable
to avoid searching in your wallet or purse m public view.
Avoid wearing flashy jewelry or headphones.
Secure your wallet in a front pocket or your attire , or hold
your purse tightly against your body.
-At all times:
Minimize the amount of belongings you are carrying .
Avoid individua ls exhibiting suspicious behavior and
report their activities to the lobby security officer or the
police department.
Always trust in your instincts .

Garfield named for new post
Steven Kapelke , provost and vice president for
Academic Affairs, recently announced that Jan Garfield
will be officially named to the position of associate
provost on Oct. 1.
Garfield has previously worked at Columbia as the associate dean for Curriculum and she is currently the
Director of Sponsored Programs.
The college will immediately undertake a search for a
replacement for Garfield's former position.

Outstanding internship awarded
Dr. Wanrick L. Carter, president of Columbia, and
Margaret Sullivan, chair of the Marketing
Communication
Department,
presented
Flair
Communications CEO Lee Flaherty with the 2001
Outstanding Internship Award .
They presented the award to Flair Communications to
recognize its commitment to providing meaningful
internship experience to Columbia students.
Flair Communications, which is based in Chicago, is
one of the world's largest promotions-communications
agencies.
"The companies that offer internships take on a degree
of responsibility for helping with the education of our students," said Carter. "We believe in recognizing orllanizations who share our commitment to an educational
work experience."

Congratulations to the
Chronicle's newest
Da ddy!
Ethan James Richert
was born to Chris and
Kara Richert o n
Sept. 12, 2001.
He weighed 7 pounds,
8 ounces, and was 21
inches long.
Congrat ulations
from your Chronicle
family!

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, please call
the Chronicle's news desk
at (3 12) 344-7255.

lynda Roddy assists Val Hunt, Friday moming in the Hokin Annex during the las hours of registration

Restructuring
Continued from Front Page
wrote during his time as a reporter
with the Chicago Sun-Times.
Roberts denies any wrongdoing
and has worked at Columbia since
1988. In response to Roberts' primary appointment, Carolyn Hulse,
acting c hair of the Journali sm
department resigned her post.
Since that time, Roberts declined
to assume the position of dean,
while Norma Green has replaced
Hulse in the Journalism department
for the new academic year.
Other major changes within
Columbia's administration include
Caroline Latta's resignation as academic dean over the summer. She
will return to teaching in the
Theater department.
- Noted New Zealand fi lmmaker
Bruce Sheridan has been appointed
chair of the Film and Video department, the college's largest academic branch. Sheridan previo usly
chaired the Fi lm and Televi sion
department at the UN ITEC
Institute of Technology School of
Performing and Screen Arts in

Auckland, New Zealand.
He
replaces retiring cha ir Michael
Rabiger, who cha ired the department si nce 1997, and has taught at
Columbia since 1972.
- Jo Cates is now the new director
of the college's library, and comes
to Columbia from the accounting
firm of Ernst and Young, where she
was regional research manager at
the
Center
for
Business
Knowledge. She has a lso served as
head of the Transportation Library
at Northwestern University.
- Paul Chiaravaile assumed the
new position of associate vice president and chief of staff for the college.
Chiaravaile is the former president
and CEO of United Arts in Florida
and also worked for the Walt Disney
Company and served 21 years in the
military, three of those as special
escort to the president of the United
States.
-Sharon Wilson-Taylor is now the
dean of students, replacing Jean
Lightfoot, who is currently the college's equity officer. The equity

officer is a new pos1t1on created
last fa il in order to investigate
c laims of sexual harassment within the instituti on.
Susa n Greenwa ld has been
relieved fro m her position as
director
of
the
college's
Adm issions Office. The removal
of Gree nwald came j ust days
before the commencement of the
new semester.
Acting Vice
President of Student Affa irs Mark
Kelly said it is not the college's
policy to discuss matters of personnel.
"The department is in the process
of changi ng and moving in new
direct ions and we wish Susan
well," he said.
A natio nal search for Greenwald 's
vacancy will be conducted later this
academic year. In the meantime,
Associate Vice President for
Enro llment Management Debra
McGrath
wi ll
oversee
the
Admissions Office.

911 briefings, city evacuation
inform ation,
O'Hare Airport
updates and press conferences
held by Mayor Daley and various
c ity officials.
"A lot of students were shocked
wh ile they were reporting th is
story," said Cheryl Langston,
coordinator for WCRX . " I think
everyone agrees that this is the
largest story of all time. We are
just as appalled as everyone else,
but we sti ll have a duty to do."
Joel Yeast, supervisor for the station, said that despite the gruesome outcome of events, the " reallife" situations have provided an
appropriate learning tool for all
those involved.
" Because we are a student radio
station, it has been a great learning
opportunity for our students to get
on the air with breaking news,"
Yeast said. " Sometimes the classrooms can't provide what we' ve
covered here in the past week."
Since the attacks on the east

coast occurred, the possibility of
further assaults in other maj or
U.S. cities has been a major concern for many here in downtown
Chicago. Martha Meegan, director of campus safety and security,
said that while no additional security has been added at Columbia,
the college 's safety divisio n has
kept extra tabs on local police
monitors while keeping track of
what, if any, area of the city would
need to be evacuated. Meegan's
office has also released emergency
and safety information to various
college departments, in addition to
meeting with the fac ulty and staff
to hold discuss ions on sec urity.
" It takes a community to feel
safe and sec ure," Meegan said .
"The chances of Columbia being a
[te rrorist] target are miniscule, but
we would be impacted if there was
a ripple effect fro m the city being
a target."

Efforts
Continued from Front Page
University, and from the group
Alternati ves. Those seeking this
confidentia l service are urged to
contact the Office of Hum an
Resources.
When the now infamous images
of destruct ion and death at the
World Trade Center and Pentagon
occurred on Sept. II , response for
Columbia's safety precautions was
swiftly put into action. The college canceled all activities for the
day, di srupting class registration
for the fall semester in the process.
All buildings were closed a nd
individuals were ordered to leave
Columbia property immediately.
One of the last g roups to leave
their posts during the college
evacuation were the folks at
WCRX, Co lumbia's student-run
radio station.
The station has provided wall-towall coverage of the events since
that Tuesday, inc lud ing live
Associated Press updates, as well
as covering the local angle such as
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College Web site receives a face-lift
0 Columbia's homepage strives for
better efficiency with new design
By Ryan Adair

Executive Editor
To us her in the new academic year, Columbia has not
only made s ignificant changes to its administration and
structure, but also to the college's official Web site. The
college recently redesigned its Internet site, creating a
more organized layout for students, faculty and visitors
to the page.
President Warrick L. Carter and the school 's Board of
Directors felt it was time for a change regarding the
retooling of the s ite, Ivan Brunetti the college's Web
site des igner said.
" We wanted to keep the Web site fresh and thought it
was time for a redesign," Brunetti said. " We also wanted to use a new design that created smaller pages and
reduced our reliance on JavaScript, which can cause
problems for some browsers."
Brunetti noted that the college is still in the process of
converting pages for the site and will be adding more
features, information and images in the weeks to come.
Although the visual aesthetics of the Web page are

new, the actual site architecture has remained virtually
unchanged from the last redesign. Designers have
streamlined navigational features to be more visually
appealing, including colored buttons at the top of the
page as well as several links on the s idebar to the left of
the screen.
The new design also features a variety of examples
showcasing student artwork that will change each time
a new page is loaded. Designers plan to add more student artwork to the page in the future, as the site
expands.
Redesigning the college's Web site posed a variety of
challenges for its Web team. Brunetti said Columbia's
site has grown exponentially over the last several years.
The college started the Web s ite with nearly 42 pages of
information. In tum, that has expanded to over 8,000
documents on the main servers alone.
"Our main challenge has been to keep the site architecture well organized and the site navigation simple,
smooth and fast," Brunetti said. " We also want to keep
the design flexible as it keeps expanding."
Columbia's Web s ite currently provides a varied list of
services to its users. Largely targeted at students, the site
offers graduate and undergraduate admission and class
information, so students are able to view what requirements they may need to fulfill for a particular area of
study. Also featured is information regarding financial

aid, campus tours and open house schedules aimed at
incom ing freshmen and transfer students.
A lthough students are the most common visitors to the
Columbia site, the Web page is also striving to help nonstudents. A Columbia alumni search engine is a prominent feature. T here graduates can search for fellow
classmates and get the latest information on who's doing
what.
The final target of the site is the facu lty and staff of
the college. Facu lty members may search for information, such as a class they are teaching, by us ing some
of the features on the page, simply by entering the title
of the class or the class number. · Information on the
page that caters to the faculty and staff include receiving payroll dates and grade changes. In addition, anyone may use the phone book feature to search for the
number and email address of specific facu lty and staff
members .
A calendar of events, which is updated weekly, is
also a prominent feature. It provides the lates t dates,
time and locations, such as gallery showings or dance
performances.
Brunetti is optimistic the new des ig n w ill effectively serve those visiting the site. " We hope the desig n
will be attractive, unc luttered, practical and easily
accessible to potential and current students, faculty,
staff, v is itors and alumni ," he said.

Bartoni to head new school Candidate chosen to fill
0
Film faculty member
assumes new position in
place of Wade Roberts

Floyd provost position

By Neda Slmeonova
News Editor

0 After an extensive
search, Kapelke named for
college provost

After caus ing controversy last spring,
Columbia's restructuring plan is moving
ahead as Doreen Bartoni, critical studies
coordinator o f the Film and Video
department, has been chosen to serve as
the acting dean for the School of Media
Arts.
The plan that took more than a year of
debates to hash out will group departments that s hare both educational
philosophies and equipment. Columbia's
academic programs are being restructured into four schools: Media, Fine and
Performing Arts, Liberal Arts and
Science, and Graduate and Continuing
Education. The purpose of the plan is to
increase the efficiency of the departments.
Bartoni was asked to serve in Wade
Roberts' position, who was initially chosen for the j ob but turned the position
down . Bartoni will supervise the
Joumaiis m department, Marketing
Communication, Academic Computing,
Radio, Television, Film, Interactive
Multimedia and Sound departments.
" ! didn 't know l was being considered
because l wasn 't part of the selection
process," Bartoni said . "! am very excited. ! look forward to this year."
Bartoni first came to Columbia in the
mid-1980s as a part-time faculty member in the Film and Video department. In
!986, she was promoted to artist- in-residence and the following year to full-time
faculty. Later she became the assistant
chair as well as acting co-chair of the
department.
" ! have been here a whil~ and I was
always in a supervisory capacity,"
Bartoni said. She graduated in ! 98 1 with
an M.A. in Film Studies from
Northwestern University and aBachelor
of Philosophy in Communications also
from Northwestern.

By Ryan Adair
Executive Editor

Angela Ratkowski/Chronicle

Doreen Bartoni,
dean of the School of Media Arts.
Bartoni is look ing forward to her new
position "working with Dr. Carter and
the provost, as well as all the facul ty of
the departments." She admits that it w ill
be a challenging year.
"The main challenge is for the departments to view themselves as part of the
[Media Arts) school," Bartoni said. " We
need to work together and create a dialog. l want to be able to respect each
department curriculum and l would like
to help facilitate that."
Officially Bartoni 's term started on
Aug. I of this year, and since then she
has tried to establish a connection with
the departments she will be working
with.
"I'm vis iting each department this s ummer and finding out what their dreams
and wishes are. My style of working
with people is to listen first," she said. " I
think each department would have a
very strong sense about what they want
to share. We also have to focus on what
will enrich the students at Columbia."
Bartoni added that she considers it her
duty to be an advocate for the School of
Media Arts. Each department w ill have
access to the dean, and she will be
reporting directly to the provost, who
then reports to the pres ident.
" I can make a promise," Bartoni said,
"I will be direct."

Employment
ConUnued from Front Page
campus
employment.
According to Evans, in
order to be employed as a
work-aid, students will
now have to be enrolled
for at least six credit hours,
which is considered parttime, instead of 12 credit
hours . This will be helpful
to departments that could
use the help of part-time
students as well as fulltime students, who otherwise could not have been

on the work-aid program.
Along with this comes the
change for students who
seek on-campus employment in the summer but are
not enrolled for summer
classes.
"As long as you're a
continuing student you
can work during the summer," Evans said.
On campus employment
has been a big help for
many students, because it

offers them the opportunity to work around their
class schedule. Both Evans
and Hayes agree that a
$5.65 hourly wage position can make it difficult to
encourage students to stay
and work for the college,
therefore the main purpose
of
the
Student
Employment Office is to
make sure that the college
can keep good students
workers.

Columbia recently announced that the
positions of provost and vice pres ident
of Academic Affairs will be occupied by
Steven Kapelke beginning this semester.
Kapelke, who served as provost of the
Milwaukee Institute of Art and Design
(MIAD), replaced Samuel Floyd as the
vice pres ident of Academic Affairs on
Aug. 1.
"I'm honored to have been selected as
Columbia's new provost," Kapelke said
in a statement. "! look forward to working with Columbia's wonderful faculty
and the strong administrative team
President Carter is assembling. The
strength of the institution's academic
programs, combined with its commitment to the values of social justice and
open access to education, make
Columbia a unique and exciting place."
Kapelke comes from a diverse background of both art and culture. MIAD is
similar to the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago, specializing in des ign and
fi ne art, and offers the Bachelor of Fine
Arts degree in nine separate maj ors. He
has taught and served in MIAD's administration for !3 years and specializes in
film production, screenwriting, literature
and various fil m studies in academia.
Kapelke's education includes receiving
a B.F.A. in film from the famed Tisch
Sch<'ol of Arts at New York University
and an M .A. in Englis h from the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He
also went on to pursue and receive a
M.F.A. from the University of Iowa,
concentrating in fiction writing.
Kapelke began his venture into academia with a staff pos ition at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. He
eventually joined MIAD and after fi ve
y ears of teaching liberal education,
became the dean of the Liberal Studies
Divis ion. He took over as the institute 's
vice president of Academic Affairs in
1997, a pos ition he had held ever s ince.
The College Council formally appointed o utgoing provost Floyd as interim

Photo curtasey of Media Relations
Steven Kapelke, new provost and vice
president of Academic Affairs.
vice-president of Academic Affairs in
the fa ll of 1999. Former Columbia
President John Duff created the position
to ease growing concerns that the college's increasing enrollment was too
much for top management to handle.
Floyd took over the position to ease the
workload on former provost Bert Gall's
office.
In the fall of 2000 Floyd announced
that he would retire as Columbia's
provost and vice pres ident of Academ ic
Affairs at the conclusion of the 2000200 I academic year. A search committee
for Floyd's vacancy was assembled during the year and consisted of the academic dean, the dean of the Graduate
School, three chairpersons elected from
the chairpersons' council, one part-time
faculty member, as well as selected
members of the faculty. The committee
conducted a s ix-month, nationw ide
search and interviewed possible candidates for the dual role of the college's
provost and vice pres ident of Academic
Affairs.
Prior to his position with Academic
Affairs, Floyd helped to establish
Co lumbia's Center for Black Music
Research in 1983 and served as academic dean from 1990-1993. Floyd will continue his duties as director o f the Center
for Black Music Research.
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CAMPUS BOOKSTORES
LIKE TO STICK IT TO VA.
High prices. Long lines.
Sound familiar?
ecampus.com knows you're brokeand
strapped for time. That's why we make
shopping for textbooks and stuff as easy,
fast, and cheap as possible. You'll find what
you need and you'll get it up to 50% OFF.
Plus, you'll experience convenient online
shopping 24 hours a day, 7days aweek. No
lines. No waiting.
Want more cash back? Sell your booksto ecampus.com
and watchfor the check in the mail. We'll giveyou50%back on
the new book price for the Top 50 buyback books. That's half back!
You don't need basic college mathematics to knowthat's
a lot of cash.

SHOPPING FOR TEXTBOOKS
SHOULDN'T BE ASORE SUBJECT.
Shop online at www.ecampus.com or call toll free 1.877.ecampus.
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College students, liberal groups,
urging U. S. not to fight back
By Tony Pugh
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
WASHfNGTON-Small but growing numbers of college students, liberal groups and religious leaders are
bucking strong public sentiment and urging the United
States not to retaliate for last week's terrorist attacks on
the World Trade Center and the Pentagon.
On Thursday, students at more than 140 universities
from Harvard University in Cambridge, Mass., to the
University of California at Berkeley held noon anti-war
rallies calling for a diplomatic, peaceful response toterrorism.
" If you're going to condemn a violent attack against
civilians, then we certainly shouldn't do it ourselves,"
said Andrew Milmore, a Georgetown University student
who organized his school's demonstration. The event
was part of the ''National Student Day of Action for
Peaceful Justice," sponsored by three national student
organizations.
By Thursday, nearly I ,500 religious leaders had
endorsed a statement by the National Counci l of
Churches of Christ USA calling for "sober restraint,"
not military retribution.
The protesters are going against the national tide. A
recent Gallup/CNN USA Today poll found that 88 percent of Americans favor military action not only against
the guilty parties, but also against countries that harbor
them. The margin of error is plus or minus 3 percentage
points.
Joan Blades of Berkeley, Calif., co-founder of
MoveOn.org, an online network of liberal-leaning

" ... With 5,500 peop le killed ... you
really can't go against Bush and
what he's doing."
-Matt Hoesley
activists, said her group had collected 30,000 signatures
since the attacks Sept. I I on a statement calling for "justice, not escalating violence that would only play into
the terrorists' hands"
"It's a frightening thing to find out there are nations of
people that think we're evi l," Blades said in a telephone
interview. "We don't want to support that imagery; we
want to tum it around."
An online discussion board at the Web site for the
Interfaith Alliance, a multidenominational religious
group in Washington, summed up its anti-military argument:
"Why drop a bomb and kill dozens of innocent people
because our nation was harmed? Do we want to start a
world war? Certainly we have the right to retribution,
but let's be very slow and careful before starting another war."

Another anti-war group, the International Action
Center, based in New York, plans to bus about I 0,000
demonstrators to a protest Sept. 29 in Lafayette Park,
opposite the White House.
" If we retaliate, we' ll have tens of thousands more

College students shiftinJ! gears
in waRe of terrorist attaCks
ByJ.L Allen
Chicago Tribune
CH ICAGO-Incoming students at the University of
Chicago and Northwestern
University said Monday they are
pondering the shape and meaning of the co llege education they
wi ll receive as they start a new
phase of their lives in a world
gone askew.
Youthful ebullience was a little
subdued and the usual round of
placement tests and adviser sess ions seemed unreal to some as
new student week proceeded at
the schools, which are on the
quarter system and don't start
classes until next week.
"I've been watching TV constantly, which is rare for me,"
said U. of C. freshman Peter
Kuras, 18, of Traverse C ity,
Mich. "Walking around to meetings and taking placement tests
seems like shunning being
informed."
Dozens of new students had yet
to arrive at the schools Monday,
most having called to say their
flying plans had been disrupted particularly those who lived in
New York, Washington and
California. School officials said
they would create individualized
schedules for delayed students.
NU reported that up to 400 of
some 2,050 new students were
still out as of Monday morning,
about twice as many as usual,
though
arrivals
continued
throughout the day. At U. of C.,
about 75 of the 1,200 new students hadn't arrived by Monday.

"I was planning on
taking Arabic when I
came here..."
-Alex Thurston
Some students said last week's
terrorist attacks had raised their
interest in international relations
and government.
"Now I' ll take courses like
that, which I definitely wouldn't
have considered before," said U.
of C. freshman Sara Doerr, 18, of
Louisville, who wants to study
biology and statistics.
"This makes (the Middle East
and Afghanistan) so much closer."

At NU, Allison Quinn, 18,
said she was contemplating a
change in her academic plans.
" I' m a declared Eng lish major,
but because of what happened,
I'm thinking of law or political
science," she said. "When you
watch (television), it motivates
you to do something about it."
Hoping to capitalize on student interest, seve ral departments at NU used an academic
fair to advertise special symposiums on current events.
"People have remarked that
international affairs is really
important,"
said
Wesley
Skogan, a political science professor whose department was
promoting a panel titled
"Superpower in a Dangerous
World: Perspectives on U.S .
Foreign Policy after Sept. II."

"They realize that it's not boring stuff, it's real life," Skogan
said.
But George Laws, 18, of San
Juan, Puerto Rico, a U. of C.
fresh man, saw some dangers
for education, say ing he feared
that a war psychology in the
country could lead to an atmosphere of intellectual repression.
"There won't be as much freedom to think and express yourself free ly," he said.
Laws said he was interested in
studying political science and
public policy, and he expects
that the issues in those fields
wi ll be influenced by an
emphasis on defense rather than
on domestic matters.
New limitations were also on
the mind of Alexander Thurston,
18, a potential religion major at
NU fro m Oxford, Ohio. He said
the trouble in the Middle East
might prevent him from studying
there as he had intended and
could tum him away from language classes.
" I was planning on taking
Arabic when I came here,"
Thurston said. "I don't know if I
will do that anymore. Now I
don't know if that is a good
idea."
Alan Cubbage, vice president
of univers ity relations at NU,
said nine o f the 320 students
slated to study abroad this fall
had declared their intent ion not
to go, adding that he didn't
know what countries they had
been headed for. Most students
study in Europe and South
America, he said.

dead in the Middle East, and that won't provide people
in the United States with one more ounce of personal
security and protection," said Brian Becker, director of
the center.
Becker's group had planned to protest the
International Monetary Fund/World Bank meeting in
Washington on Sept. 29, but switched its focus to the
White House after the terrorist attacks.
The issues raised by the IMF and by U.S. military
reprisal are "not disconnected," Becker said. "We're just
protesting against the Bush administration."
Washington's police chief, Charles Ramsey, acknowledged that protests might tum confrontational. He said
he hoped there would be no violence, "especially when
what they're supposed to be protesting against is violence."
At Georgetown University in northwest Washington,
blindfolded students lay on their backs on rain-soaked
ground Thursday to simulate the casualties of terrorist
attacks in Ireland, New York and the Middle East. No
one spoke.
They elicited modest support and opposition from the
lunchtime crowd.
" I can understand where (the protesters) are coming
from," said Matt Hoesley, 18, a freshman business
major from Chicago. "But with 5,500 people killed in
New York and Washington, you really can't go against
Bush and what he's doing."
For information on the White House demonstration,
go to the International Action Center Web site at
www.lacenter.org

Arab-Americans, students
protest newspaper cartoon
By K. D. Rauch
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
BERKELEY, Calif. -A sitin at the offices of the
University of CaliforniaBerkeley student newspaper to
protest an editorial cartoon
showing two turbaned, bearded
men in hell, ended early
Wednesday after police arrested I 7 protesters.
The Dai ly Californian ran the
syndicated cartoon by Darrin
Bell, a 1999 Univers ity of
California-Berkeley graduate,
showing the two men standing
in the palm of a clawed hand
surrounded by flames and fl ying demons. One says to the
other: "We made it to paradise!
Now we will meet Allah, and
be fed grapes, and be serviced
by 70 virgi n women."
The sit-in, which began
around 5 p.m. Tuesday, grew to
about I 00 people at its height,
said police and a student working at the newspaper. Some 25
people were left early
Wednesday when police began
to arrest those who did not
heed university administrators'
entreaties to leave the building.
Those arrested, all but two of
whom are students, were cited
for trespassing and released
pending a court appearance,
said University of Cali forniaBerkeley police Capt. Bill
Cooper.
Security was tight late
Wednesday
afternoon
at
Eschelman Hall, which houses
the Daily Cal's offices.
Graduate student and protester Osama Qasem said a list of

six demands had been given to
staff.
the
newspaper's
Demands included a request
for a printed apology in the
Wednesday or Thursday edition of the paper and allowing
only student-produced art and
cartoons to be published by the
paper in the future.
In a statement issued early
Wednesday,
the
Senior
Editorial Board of the newspaper said it would not apologize
for the cartoon. The board said
the cartoon represented the
opinion of the cartoonist and
" in no way reflects the views
and opinions of The Daily
Californian" staff.
"It's not a statement of fact.
It's someone's personal commentary," said Daily Cal managing editor Janny Hu. "An
opinion section is an open
forum of the community to
exchange thoughts and ideas."
"The cartoon was open to
interpretation," Hu continued.
"I thought (Bell) was talking
about just the terrorists."
Hu said she did not see the
cartoon as a statement about all
followers of Islam.
"The message I got was that
the terrorists were going to
face retribution for their
actions," she said.
Bell was not available for
comment Wednesday.
Caroline Homer, a senior
studying political economy,
said the cartoon was "disconcerting."
" I totally agree with the protesters," Homer said. " Why not
apologize? l don't understand
what the big deal is."
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The Ultimate Student Center
Our fully stocked, large showroom is packed with the
best in popular cameras, lighting, darkroom, film,
paper, chemicals and presentation supplies.
+ From fisheye lenses to light painting systems, our affordable rental equipment is the best
way to test-drive photo gear or experiment with new techniques. Choose from equipment
and accessories by Balcar, Calumet, Canon, Cambo, Hasselblad, Lowe!, Mamiya, Nikon,
Norman, Speedotron, Zone VI and more.
+ Come to Calumet's Digital Imaging Center for the latest in digital cameras, scanners,
printers and fine art supplies.
+ Choose from a wide selection of film, paper and prooessing supplies made for the U.S.A
- we don 't sell gray market products.
+ Try new lighting techniques and darkroom processes in our specialized departments.
+ Click on www. calumetphoto. com for informative articles, inspirational
profiles and student images.
+ Take advantage of the many Student Discount Programs sponsored by leading
manufacturers of camera and lighting equipment that we offer.
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Fiction Writing Department

Still looking
for a class?

Think
Fiction
Writing!
Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?
See your department advisor or
visit the Fiction Writing Department
during Registration for Fall 200 I
Monday- Friday, Sept. 24- 28 and
Saturday, Sept. 29
For information about Fiction Writing classes call 312-344-7611.

Classes available in

•!• Short Stories
•!• Novels
•!• Creative Nonfiction
•!• Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other
Fiction Writing Department
courses will improve reading, writing,
speaking, listening, visualizing, and
creative problem-solving skills
useful for every college major and the job market.
Fiction Writing Department
12th Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue

Fiction Writing Department

Still looking
for a class?

Think
Fiction
Writing!
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COMMENTARY
Tolerance: Die American way
By KaUe Walsh

There:S

Commentary Editor

enough pain to

Tolerance. How many times
have we heard the plea for tolerance in the past two weeks?
Every time I turn on a television I hear the word tolerance
come out of someone's mouth.
I think most of us get the message. I mean come on, it
doesn 't take a genius to realize
that you can't blame an entire
religious group for the atrocities committed by a select few
Muslim extremists, whom I
don' t think even know what
Islam is really about anyway.
However, I will admit tolerance is a difficult idea to come
to terms with in a time like
this. While this may sound
like a cliche, I can't help but
feel that some of the problem
lies with the televis ion media.
Lately it seems that they get
blamed for all sorts of things,
but I have to go with this one
and I' ll tell you why.
The average person in
America went home from
work early on Sept. II , probably having already seen the
planes crashing into the towers at least s ix times.

go around in
New York;
there :S no need
to create more
They listened to the radio
and heard eyewitnesses
describe an unbelievable horror. Then once they made it
home, they watched the towers collapse, maybe, say, a
dozen more times. Then they
see incredible footage from
what the media now calls
"ground zero."
After taking all of this in fo r
a few hours, they get to see
the world's reaction, most of
which is appropriately somber
and deeply sympathetic.
However, we were also treated
to the s ight of Palestinians
dancing and cheering in the
streets. We were treated to the
s ight of smal l Palestinian children firing guns in the air
rejoicing at the news of thousands of Americans killed.

We read the reaction from
Saddam Hussein who said this
was "the fruits of America's
crimes against humanity."
Any red-blooded American
who sees these scenes and
then gets taken back to Jive
shots of rescue workers
pulling out body parts, not
even whole bodies, naturally
responds w ith anger. I
responded with anger. Many
of my friends and family think
that nuclear bombs should be
used to wipe out the
entire Muslim population, and
most of the rest of the Middle

East.
I imagine a lot of other people would at first agree after
watching the horrific images
repeated on television. (An
airline worker reported a fight
occuring out in an employee
break room at Midway when
an Arab wo rker began clapping, proud of the work the
terrorists had done.) One person I spoke to, an educated
person, mind you, actually
suggested putting all ArabAmericans in concentration
camps! Come on! I hope to
put that down as a momentary
lapse in good judgment on his
part.

Tragedy reminds us of the
Important things In life
0 Returning to
daily routines
matters most
By Hillary Isaacs
Contributor
We have all had a
tremendous shock and it
see ms that o ur d is tance
from the s ites of the now
de stroyed World T rade
Center, Pentagon or the
plane that cras hed in
sout hwe s tern
Pennsylvania, is irrelevant
Our six degrees of ~ep
aration have been broken
down to perhaps one half
a degree . I have listened
for almo\t two weeks now
to Journalists both on the
air and in the print pre\~
' trugglc for word \ to
de\crihe what has happened to u ~ flut word'
have fai led u~ lately. No
one. it ..cem'l, i'i ahlc to
put a handle on the
moment And rightly ~o .
Our cultu re has hecome
fi lled with va ~t Belections
of pop-horror " rea lity"
programming and hyped
up 1tories des igned for
their ful le•t ~ h•>ek va lue .
'I hark attack' Nuc lear
'lcenario 1 And un and 1111 .

We- a community of
writers, thinkers, a nd
expressers-must remem ber we have a responsibi lity to language as its
guard ians. Let us be careful to use words wisely.
Let us not allow our language, in speec h or text,
to become dimin ished, by
the over use of words and
express ions which shou ld
be profound utte rances,
worn down to banal stupidity by thoughtless repetition.
Before the next, "Oh
my God'" pops from our
mouths, let us pause.
Ocfore we say, "Wow, that
was really scary," remember, now we know what
"rea lly scary" really is.
A fellow s tudent, a
fiction writer like myself,
~a id in a moment of
despondency that it fee ls
like all hi' writing, all his
• trugglc' to get the words
down on the page have
hcen reduce d to s illines\ trivializcd .
lie artic ul ated what
many of us here and the
world uvcr have been
struggling with. In the
deep s hadow of such a
disas ter, such a tragedy,
8uch malevolence, how do
we make and find meanin ~:~ in our duy -t<J-d uy
liven'/ llow do we keep
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Editor
The Chronicle gladly accepts letters
to the editor. We will be printing your
letters every week, so please send us you
remarks and opinions on are work.
Letters can be mailed to The
Columbia Chronicle c/o Letters to the
Editor, 623 S . Wabash Ave., Suite 205,
Chicago, IL 60605.
Letters can be faxed to us at 312-344-

8032.
To
e-mail
letters
send
to
letters@ccchronicle.com
Letters can be personally delivered to
our office Monday through Thursday at
623 S. Wabash, Suite 205.
Our staff lqoks forward to hearing
from you.

Exposure

our passions from being
d rained away?
This is the a lienation
our attackers m ust have
fervently hoped for.
I can-1 must believe
that in the face of s uch
devastat ing losses- t hat
the sec ret of our surv ival,
our transcendence, lies in
all our sma llest actions
and insid e o ur deepest,
secret w ishes.
The daily sti rring of
the oatmeal, as an ana lyst
friend wou ld have it, m ust
go on. We must feed o ur
babies, do our was hing,
search out the dus t bunnics from under our beds.
We ha ve to get up and go
to work again. We need to
resume the search for the
perfect word . The writer
hunched over a desk the
mus ic ian her instrut~ent,
the artis t his palette.
In our daily routines,
we wi ll find hope through
the simplest choices now
made clear by adversity;
we mus t love each other,
strongly and deeply, without care lessness or fri volity. We mus t not go easyinto that good night. It is
not rig ht to say that every th ing mutters less now.
()uitc the opposite, every thi ng m utte rs more.

l'!dltorl•lt ••• lhet ()l)tt»Qnll of the I dtiOtla l
IJooi!tHI

The anger is so real and the
need for revenge is so intense
and on everyone's mind, that
the true evil behind this is
overgeneralized. People
should be angry at bin Laden
and the Taliban and revenge
should be taken on anyone
else actually involved, not the
next Arab you see on the
street. Sure, when I saw the
Palestinian kids shooting into
the air and rejoicing I wanted
to s lap the ir little faces until
they show this country the
respect it deserves, but that
doesn't make me want to
make threatening phone calls
to local mosques. That kind
of behavior is is ridiculous
and based on ignorant thought
processes.
Televis ion is a powerful
resource, and the media
expects people to be able to
act in a civ ilized manner and
think rationally based on what
they see. There is enough
pain to go around in New
York and Washington for the
whole country; there's no need
to create more. While anger
under the circumstances is
understandable, harassing any
Arab-Americans is unacceptable.
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Terrorism: An act of desperation
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this region. In the process we have intro- coal, iron and copper. It is a land of few
duced the "American Way" to the people
agricultural and industrial opportunities,
Commentary Editor
of the Middle East and the response has
except for that one profitable industry
generally been "Get out !" It makes
that has had the U.S. and the rest of the
From now on it would be nice if
more sense than our president's explanaworld so interested in the Middle East.
we could stop comparing the events on
tion for the attacks: they hate our freeThese terrorists are fighting the way of
Sept. I I, to Pearl Harbor, Vietnam or
doms. Human beings usually respond to
life that came with the U.S. oil compaeither World War, for that matter. What
freedom with open arms, not attack.
nies to the Middle East. When compawe have is a new issue with an original
The means of supporting our freedoms
nies moved in they established a foreign
story all its own. What we have - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - way of life, with roads,
is what CNN has termed,
towns, hospitals, businesses
"America's New War." The point
and temporary foreign govis this wi ll be an event formulat0
0
ernments.
As if one of the
ing before our eyes in the wake
of these historical battles. I fear
worst environments on the
that bringing out similarities will
planet wasn 't bad enough for
only limit our ideas to those of
0
one quarter of the world's
the past.
population, the Middle East
Q C0
0
has always been consumed in
As I watched those
massive airliners slice into the
horrible religious conflicts,
World Trade Center towers in
corrupt and merciless totaliNew York that morning, my first thoughts, with the few spoi ls of their land seem
tarian governments, civil war, a strict
to be honest, were of the Arnold
social caste system, widespread economlike a more probable cause for the
Schwarzenegger movie "True Lies." In
ic depression, and a general religious
attacks. While we "gas and go" on
both Tuesday 's tragic real-life story and
belief that suffering and persecution are
American so il and never wonder about
the Schwarzenegger flick, fanatic terrorists the cost of the fuel we are purchasing the for the living and peace and justice are
take matters into their own hands with
for the afterlife. This is a land where
U.S. and countries the world over have
deadly consequences to the horror of an
human exploitation is the name of the
been greedily working in this distant
unsuspecting American populace. The
desert land to stake their profitable claim
game and acts of desperation are all too
movie and real events ironically climax
on soi l tainted with the blood of the
common. The only people in the Middle
with planes crashing into buildings. In
natives. Staking claims on tainted land
East who have time to fight democracy
either the movie or the reality I always felt goes back to the very first days of this
are the dominating forces who fear it will
put an end to their functioning fascist
unsure of one thing: What is it that brings
democracy and it seems to be one of the
these groups to such suicidal violent ends? ugly truths of our past and present.
machines that are selling the lives of
Until the events that transpired on Sept.
their people to the U.S economy for dirt
In this distant land far from
II, I remained ·ignorant of the social cliAmerican society exists a people, one
cheap. The only people willing to utilize
mates and conditions of the people occuquarter of the world's population in fact,
such a cowardly method of attack as terpying the Middle East and South Asia.
of a harsh desert environment lacking
rorism to fight democracy are the desperIn searching through the piles of
ate people of a ravaged land. These are
fertile soi l and plentiful water supplies.
information, I came to the conclusion that
the people behind the attacks on
Daily life for the majority is grim and
much of the hatred of the U.S. stems from
America.
raw. Most of the Middle East has been
our long history of extracting oil from
mined clean of profitable resources like

Ryan Adair
Executive Editor

By William Gorski

T h is is a l a n d w h ere
h u m a n e xp l i t a t i n is
f he name of f he game
and acts of de sp era t i n
are a II f
mm n.
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Acall to professionalism
By William Gorski
Commentary Editor

The Columbia Chronicle Photo Poll

In retaliation for the events that some
unseen force set into motion on U.S. soil,
President Bush plans to act swiftly against
the prime suspect Osama bin Laden and the
nation of Afghanistan believed to be harboring him. Here is a chance to change the
way we handle such conflicts and to prove
to the world what strength can come from
adversity. Here is a chance to prove that the
term professionalism and American go hand
in hand. This situation demands the utmost
delicacy and years of negotiating and peacemaking could have crumbled the second the
first plane hit its target if proper care is not
taken. What we need now is someone who
can be calm yet assertive, someone who can
dismantle this bomb with nerves of steel.
Ame~ icans everywhere must now trust their
fates in the hands of our finest professionals.

Question: Was this year's orientation effective?
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"Yes. It seemed fairly well
organized."

J unior/Undecided
"It was a big waste of my time. I
already knew what I was getting
myself into."
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"They had some free food. That
was good."
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"I was given a map and taken to
all the buildings around campus.
That was really informative."
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Apple @ Columbia:

Giving you the tools you need to succeed.
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~

iMac
Starling at l 849.-

iBook

Power Mac G4

PowerBook G4

Starling atl1,249.-

Starting at l l,/48.-

Starling atl2,067.-

~ple&You .
Apple is serious about your success, and to make sure that you have the
tools to make it, we offer special Student prices that will give you the edge
you need. Between discounted hardware and sofware and other educationonly special offers, Apple technology will ensure that you are well equipped
for the coming challenges.
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Welcome to the Digital Lifesty_le_. _ __

.~

Mac OS X is the next-generation, UNIX-based Operating System
that's just as rock-sold as it is beautiful.
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~ iTtmes is the one stop MPJ

shop: Unlimited ripping.
flawless burning. and it
works with most MP3 Players.
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iMovie leiS you become the ~
next Spielberg. It'll copy your
footage onto any Mac and let
}'OU edit it any way you please.
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What is the Digital Ufestyle, you
ask? Well, as you begin to use more
and more digital devices, you'll find
that your computer, and namely, the
Mac, will become the centerpiece
that ties all of your devices together.
Rip MP3's and burn CO's, edit digital
videos, syncronize your PDA, take a
picture, watch a DVD, or surf the
Internet, the Mac is set to become
the hub of your Digital IJfe.

Buy more. Save more.
And to help you move into the Digital IJfestyle, Apple is giving students
exclusive prices on everything that will help you get more from your Mac.
When you purchase any Mac, you'll be able to purchase any or all of these
items at these prices:

Your Discount, Available Now.
The Apple Store for Education are the places to be when it comes to getting
your Student Discount. It offers great prices on compu ters, software, and
everythmg else Apple, just for students. And there are two easy ways to see
v.hat Apple has to offer you:

1. Visit http://www.apple.com/education/store and place your order.

Lexmark Z32 Printer
fi·ee witb any Macintosb system purchase.
Nom1ally 169.-

Rio 600 MP3 Player
II'/ 32MB of memory for only 149.-

Nonnally 1149.-, I'Oil stwe 1100 -

liP 31'> Digital Camera

'
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A Message from the President
Dear Students:
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome all of you to what promises to be a new
year where creativity-based, student-centered learning is the main focus. Unfortunately, the anticipation
and excitement that usually accompanies the beginning of a new fall semester is tinged with sadness this
year.
On behalf of all o f Columbia's faculty and staff, I would like to offer my deepest condolences to
any student whose life may have been personally touched by this national tragedy. To assist these students, the College is establishing two funds: a scholarship fund for the children of those who were killed
or disabled as a result of these unthinkable acts and a relief fund for the families of the rescue workers
who were killed or disabled while performing their acts of heroism in the days following the massacre.
Please contact the Office of Institutional Advancement at 3 12-344-7287 (extension 7287 on-campus) for
further information.
In this time of strife, a new sense of national purpose and pride has risen from the despair and
turmoi l of the senseless terrorist acts that befell our country on September II th. Expressions of this
renewed sense of patriotism must not include discrim ination and/or prejudice against those with various
faiths and backgrounds within our College community. Any such discrimination and/or prejudice is unacceptable.
And so, with healing and hope, Columbia College Chicago begins the new semester. The year
begins with the annual New Student Convocatio n Friday, October 12 at the Congress Plaza Hotel. I
strongly urge you to attend this fun and informative event that includes:
• a brief we lcoming program including a student-produced video, music by our student jazz ensemble,
and a celebrity alumni visitor
• a student services expo with over 50 exhibitors providing information and gifts
• a catered lunch
• a party with music by the J. Davis Trio and an interactive installation and perfoiTI?ance.
A number of new Student Affairs initiatives begin this year that serve to help all students enjoy a satisfying experience during their time at
Columbia College Chicago:
• MASCOT, o ur O nline Student Center at http://www.columbiacollegechicago.mascot.com. Columbia students now have campus e-mail providing access
to group and personalized announcements, a student and faculty directory, a calendar of events on and off campus, and e-group pages.
• This fall you will receive The Informer, the completely rewritten Student Handbook. In addition to basic information about the College, it includes a
datebook with upcoming campus events and a city resource guide.
• We now have a St udent Employment Office dedicated solely to work aid and work study positions. Additionally, there will be an Increased Minimum
Wage for student employees -- $7/hour, 24% higher than last year.
• We have consolidated the Financial Aid, Bursar, and Cashi er offices into a new Office of Student Financial Services, to provide "one-stop shopping" for
students and tileir families.
• The new Student Government wi ll represent your voice while serving as liaison with faculty, staff and administration. Elections for SGA positions will
be held in the spring.
• Also new, the Student Activities and Leadersh ip office will oversee Special Events, Student Organizations, Student Government, and MASCOT.
• Multiple activities are beginning or ongo ing in Multicultural Student Affairs. The Office of Gay & Lesbian Student Concerns has opened, the AfricanAmerican and Latino Cultural Affairs offices have planned some exciting initiatives, and the College is currently conducting a search for a director of
Asian Cultural Affairs.
• For the first time, the College will simu ltaneously showcase all student end-of-the-year exhibits and performances -- similar to last year's very successful
ArtWalk --in MayFest on a single Friday night in May. We plan to use all exhibit and performance spaces as well as street space on Wabash Avenue for
this spectacular event.
The College recently divided its academic structure into four schools -- Media Arts, Fine and Performing Arts, Liberal Arts and Sciences, and
Graduate and Continuing Education. Each academic department has been assigned to one of these schools.
The schools will be valuable to students for several reasons:
• Faculty members will have more time to devote to student concerns because we have added four new deans and supporting administrators.
• Academic departments that share common interests within each school will work together to plan events and learn about technology that is useful to all
their students.
• The deans and our new Office of Sponsored Programs wi ll raise funds for scholarships and student-centered activities and programs.
Please join me in we lcoming our new provost/vice president of academic affairs Steven Kapelke, associate provost Jan Garfield, and the acting
deans of the schools: Doreen Bartoni , Media Arts; Leonard Lehrer, Fine and Performing Arts; C heryi-Johnson-Odim, Liberal Arts and Sciences; and
Keith C leveland, Graduate and Continuing Education.
I also welcome Jo Cates, the new director of the Columbia College Chicago Library. She wi ll be working to integrate the library closely with students' academic lives and provide increased services to students, fac ulty and staff.
We have some exciting changes in academic programs this year. The College now offers a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree as well as our traditional
Bachelor of Arts degree. The BFA is a professional degree that provides intensive training in the skills necessary for arts professionals. BFAs are available in
Photography, Fashion Design , G raphic Design, Interior Design, Fine Arts, Illustration, Advertising Art Production, Product Design. Dance, Acting, Directing
and Theater Design.
For students who want to complement their major with practical web design skills, we are now offering a minor in Web Technology.
In facilities improvements , the Fil~ideo department has added two floors-- 5 and 6 -- at 11 04 S. Wabash. The new space will house cinematography, tech, and advanced editing classes and editing and other post-production fac il ities. As our tenants have now vacated 33 E. Congress, we have
relocated a few College offices to this building and will continue to do so during this new school year.
Again, I welcome all new and returning students, and encourage and support you in your year o f study. O ur goal is to make Columbia College
Chicago the best student-centered arts and media college in the world. We can't do it without you!

Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D.
President
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New International Students
We al'l' proud to welcome you to ~1e Columbia College conununity. We hope that you
will become connected to our conununity.llest of luck in your studies!
Fall 2001
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ANNOUNCEMENT
To: The College Community
From: Counseling Services, A Division of Student Mfairs
As a result of the recent national crisis, the Counseling Services staff would
like to offer support to students who have been directly or indirectly affected
by this tragedy. We would like to help our students through this difficult
time as they begin the new semester. If a student in your class may need to
speak with a professional counselor, please do not hesitate to contact us or
refer the student to our office. Students may call or stop by. Our office
locati on is as follows:

Counseling Center
623 S. Wabash, Suite 305
Chicago, IL 60605
312-344-7480
Marsha Morris, LCSW
Taunya Woods, LCPC

......
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Fall 2001 movie preview

By Cassie Welcher
A&E Editor
After a not so success ful summer of big hopefuls gone
wrong, class is back in session and it's time, once again,
to get straight A's on that box office report card. Here
are some of the highly publicized movies that will be
coming out in fall of 200 I.
"Zoolander"-Sept. 28
(Ben Stiller, Owen Wilson, Christ ine Taylor, Will
Ferrell, Jerry Stiller)
Derek Zoolander, the ma le model that has it all.
Perfect cheekbones, perfect body, and all that goes
along with the male model stereotype, until he is chosen
to stop the evil designer, Mugatu (Ferrell), from wreaking evil.
PREDICTION: Very funny. I can't wait ' til the 28th!
"Novocain e"~ct. 19
(Steve Martin, Helena Bonham Carter, Laura Dem,
Elias Koteas, Scott Kaan)
Steve Martin goes back to his psychotic dentist roots
("Little Shop of llorrors") to play a passive yet successful DDS with an obsessive dental-hygienist girlfriend
(Dcm). Along comes a devious patient (Bonham Carter)
who persuades him to prescribe drugs that turns this
story into a murder plot that is dark and mysterious, yet
hilarious and interesting at the same time.
PREDICTION: I am glad that Steve Martin is back. I
think that his return will be a big hit w ith this movie.
"llearts in Atlantis"- Sept. 28
(Anthony Hopkins, 1-lope Davi s, Anton Yelchin, David
Morse, Mika Boorem)
Anthony Hopkins plays a boarder who befriends a
young boy.
PREDICTION: The previews looked really good and
Anthony Hopkins is a great acto r. A movie starring him
is sure to be a success.
"From H ell"~ct. 19
(Johnny Depp, Heather Graham, Ian Holm, Robbie
Coltrane, Paul Rhys)
A tale of one man's search (Depp) to discover the identity of the infamous Jack the Ripper. Along the way he
befriends Mary Kelly (Graham), an Iri sh prostitute who
is the "next to do" on Jack the Ripper's list.
PREDIC TION: It sounds like it would be a great story,
but I really don't know how far it can go. I guess we' ll
have to wait and see.
"The Last Castle"~ct. 12
(Robert Redford, James Gandolfini, Mark Ruffalo,
Robin Wright Penn, Frank Mil itary)
An act ion-filled thri ller about a court-martialed general who clashes with a crooked military prison warden
(Gando lfini).
PREDICTION : Nothing too special. I am sure people

Brad Pitt and Robert Redford in "Spy Game."

will go and see it but it won't be a tremendous movie at
the box office this October.
" Band its "~ct. 12
(Bruce Willis, Billy Bob Thornton, Cate Blanchett, Troy
Garity, January Jones)
Joe and Terry, a pair of mismatched escaped convicts
who plan to terrorize the lives of the luxurious by
pulling off a bank-robbing spree down the West Coast.
The pair, a ladies' man (Willis) and a clever hypochondriac (Thornton), are what you would call nice bank
robbers-they are not out to hurt anyone, but to make
money the, urn, easy way. Soon they take in a third partner in crime (B lanchett) who will bring in the love interest of both Joe and Terry.
PREDICTION: Should be a pretty interesting movie. I
think that the ensemble wi ll create a remarkable story.
"K-Pax"~ct. 26
(Jeff Bridges, Kevin Spacey, Alfre Woodard, Mary
McCormack)
Kevin Spacey plays an unbalanced man who arrives at
Grand Central Station and claims to be from outer
space. After being forced to visit the other planet,
known as the mental hospital, he is assigned to the kindly shrink (Bridges) who is moved by his new patient's
state of being.
PREDICTION: Kevin Spacey may be the light of the
movies' life, but the story seems weak. Maybe, with
Spacey and Bridges, it will tum out to be worthy of the
actors in it.
"Collateral Damagc"~ct. 5 (ON HOLD)
(Arnold Schwarzcneggcr, Elias Koteas, Francesca Neri,
John Leguizamo, John Turturro)
Arnold is back as a man whose famil y is killed by a
band of terrorists and in the old Arnold way, goes to
South America to seek out the man who did this. Along
the way he befriends the terrorist's wife (Neri) who has
also lost a ch ild. Release time of this movie has been set
back due to Sept. II 's devastating terrorist attacks.
"Heist"~ct. 26
(Gene Hackman, Danny DeVito, Delroy Lindo,
Rebecca Pidgeon, Sam Rockwell)
!Iackman stars as a leader of a band of thieves who are
forced to pull one last job by a devious leader (DeVito).
But not a ll are excited about this heist.
PREDICTION: The heist movies are always actionpacked and DeVito has not done anything especially
good lately, so let's hope that this is a hit.
"The Count of Monte Cristo"~ct. 19
(Guy Pearce, Jim Caviezel, Richard Harris, Dagmara
Dominczyk, Luis Guzman) Caviezel plays a man out
for revenge after being unjustly j ailed by his friend
(Pearce) in this oft-told talc. Director Kevin Reynolds
promises an action-packed movie just like his "Robin
1-lood: Prince of Thieves."
PREDICTION: If Reynolds is promising that this is as
good as "Robin Hood," I am predicting that this will he
a very entertaining movie .
"On the Line"~ct. 19
(Lance Bass, Joey Fatone, Emmanuellc Chriqui, GQ,
Jerry Stiller)
After a date-impaired Kevin (Bass) meets his dream
girl (Chriqui) on the e l and does not say anything to her,
he and his pals post nyers around the city to find the
love of his life.
PREDICTION: All right! Now 'N Sync is tak ing their
crack at the movie business? What next?
"Life as a llousc"~ct. 26
(Kevin Kline, Kri stin Scott T homas, ! Iayden
Christensen, Mary Steenburgen, Jenna Malone)
An architect finds out that he is dying and decides to
renovate his beachside shack and reconcile with his
estranged son. He takes off on a quest to fix everything
in his life.
PREDI CTION: Packed with metaphors, this is sure to
be an enlightening movie.
"The Affair of the Necklace"~ct. 19
( Hilary Swank, Christopher Walken, Jonathan Price,

Joely Richardson, Adr~en Brody)
Swank plays an 181 -century aristocrat out to steal a
precious necklace and avenge her family for crimes
comm itted during the French Revolution. As you can
guess, love rears its head and creates the irony that
makes this crime a little harder than it would seem.
PREDICTION: I think that Swank is a great actress
and the scenes that I saw of the movie looked pretty
cool, so it should be a winner.
"Harry Potter"-Nov. 16
(Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Emma Watson, Richard
Harris, Alan Rickman)
Here it is! Harry Potter (Radcliffe) and friends in their
first year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and
Wizardry. The many adventures-both evi l and
good--they face will delight every type of audience.
PREDICTION: The book was wonderful; let's hope
the movie is even better. I think that it will be a huge hit

Ben Stiller in "Zoolander."
with all audiences.
"Monsters, Inc." - Nov. 2
(The voices of John Goodman, Billy Crystal, James
Coburn, Steve Buscemi, Jennifer Tilly)
A pair of monsters (voiced by Crystal and Goodman)
terrorize kids via portals linking their monster city to
bedroom closets. When they accidentally leave a gateway open, they soon become "parents" to a little gi rl
after she follows them through her closet.
PREDIC TION: Pixar's reaction to "Shrek", I think that
it will stand up to the blockbuster and certainly become
a box office hit.
"Spy Game"- Nov. 21
(Robert Redford, Brad Pitt, Catherine McCormack,
Stephen Dillane, Kimberly Paige)
Pitt plays a CIA operative in a Chinese prison and
Redford, the mentor, who finds himself trying to free
Pitt, mingling in both Cold War and post-Cold War policies.
PREDIC TION : Seems interesting, but this is one that I
will have to wai t and see to make. No prediction on this
one.
"The Man Who Wasn't There"- Nov. 2
(Billy Bob Thornton, Frances McDo rmand, James
Gandolfini, Jon Polito, Tony Shalhoub)
A normal small -town barber gets involved way over
his head in a blackmai I scheme.
PREDICTION: Seems like it will be really funny. Aut
it always is when the Coen brothers are involved.
"Windtalkers"- Nov. 9
(Nicholas Cage, Christian Slater, Adam Beach, Frances
O'Connor, Mark Ruffalo)
Cage is ordered to serve as a bodyguard to code talker beach during WWI I. But part of Cage's job is to kill
his charge if he is in danger of being captured.

See Movie Preview, page 21
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HOKIN ADDRESS:
623 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60605
312 -344- 7696
HERMANN D . CONAWAY and
GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY ADDRESS:
1104 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60605
312-344-6650
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Spiritual Sextet Sprouted from Family Tree
By Melanie Masserant
Assistant A&EEditor

nent fixtu re in their reperto ire.
The 24-song set performed at the exhibiTraditionally, a fune ral director is the gracious maitre tion was the blueprint for their 1995
d' who accommodates the mourners' whims. The latest debut album A Prayer For Every
caprice in fu neral customs calls for them to assume the Hour. Recently, they co llaborated
role as interior decorators for rituals. The demand for with engineer Steve Albi ni, who
personalized murals, which serve as props for the is best known for his work with
departed's fina l curtain call, is evidence of this. Daniel Nirvana and P. J. Harvey, to
Smith is a prop master in this public theater of worship, create their fourth newest
whose intention is to kaleidoscope of sound, Fetch
offer remedies through the Compass Kids.
an. I le applies the same
"Steve slept on an air mattherapeutic notion to tress at my house for nine
music, which is an audi- days to finish the project,"
tory representation of Smith sa id. "Working with
the visual an that he him, I have gained a lot artistiwith
the cally and musically. Technically,
creates
Danie lson Familc.
he was phenomenal to work with
The Danielson Familc, and was
comprised of fi ve sib- never too demanding. l ie had a real pas1ings and one honorary s ive approach to creating. He just sat back
famil y member, are and let us experiment and improvise to find the
from Clarksbo ro, N.J. medium of sound that su ited us best."
The band's 1993 preTheir sound is deep ly rooted in gospe l and
miere was part of American folk and is blended with a vehement
Smith's se nior the sis hybrid of avant-pop and lo-ti indie rock. Daniel's jarexhibition at Mason ring falsettos and his sisters' dreamlike sopranos rise
Gross School of the Arts above acoustic guitars that pluck faltering phrases
beneath hand claps, twink ly bel ls, xylophone ch imes
N e~~t':m:~·~ at Rutgers University.
""'1
For the show's openmg and organ blasts. Structurally the ir songs are de viant;
he constructed a li fe-size rendition of his fami ly's they weave, unravel, and re-weave melody inside the
Subaru station wagon in the form of a qui It, with an space of a si ngle measure. Often a concoction of
integrated text that he said "told a story about how improvising odd numbers and timing is the template
God used the car to pull me out of my sci fish clement for their song's formula.
and into his se lfless element," and in corporated songs
You will encounter sincerity and abras iveness in
with related lyri cs for his s iblings to perform. lie also Smith's ly rics. Worries of fleshly matters, redempdesigned their costumes. Matching doctor's and tion and protecting inn ocence are consistent themes
nurse's uniforms, wit h a three-lobed red heart stitc hed throughout the songs.
embroidered on the sleeve, emphas ize the healing
"Oh where to go from now/ Lead me to thee pasconcept of their music. These costumes arc a perma- sionate tree/ The Compass Kids run the Compass

Passion/ Fetch the Compass Kids."
Hearing this expressed through the sibling's
mouths, however, transforms the lyrics
intended purity into something unintentionally twisted. Because the themes
in Smiths songs reflect strong personal values, he feels that using his
fami ly as a mouthpiece is the
most natural way to present
them.
" I write the songs myself,"
Smith said. "I offer them to my
brothers and sisters because I
feel secure enough to share it
with them. The variety of ways
they externally interpret my lyrics
leaves them open for listeners to
gather what they will from them. Our
father, Lenny Smith, who is a folk
s inger, used to share his songs with us. In a
way, it's innate to have the creating process be a
family affair."
Their juxtaposed compositions have been compared
to everyone from the Pixies, to the Kids of Widney
High, and the Shaggs. Unlike the Shaggs, who were in
an inexplicable genre of their own that was void of outside influences, the Danielson Famile wears their influences like the three-lobed hearts that embroider their
uniforms sleeves. However, the uncanny similarity
between them is in the blood.
The Shaggs were a trio of sisters from Fremont
who gained cult status when Frank Zappa di scovered
their recordings from the late 1960s. Both groups
lyrics are loaded with references to c lean living and
sp iritual struggle, but stray from the preachy and
forcefully uplifting messages that are blatantly
apparent in the Christian music scene. They will do
a cover o f "Parents Are the Ones Who Care" on the
Shaggs tribute album that will be released early next
year on Animal House Records.

False prophecies or a sulphuric future: Nostradamus update
By Michael Hlrtzer
Assitant A&E Editor
ostradamus was correct in his predictions about
the French Revolution and the rise of I litter (or as
Nostradamus wrote "I lister"), but the email that circulated hours after the terrorist attacks Sept. II is
only partially true.
The email, in which the author put in brackets their
spin of Nostradamus' words said: "It appears not far
from the age of the great Millennium I in the month
of September from the sky will come the great King
of Terror I at 45-degrees, (the latitude of 1\cw York
state 's northern boundary], the sky wi ll bum I the
bird of prey (the hijacked airliners I appears and
offers itself to the heavens (as they crash into the
World Trade Center buildingsl / instantly a huge
scanercd flame leaps up I the King (President Bush I
to be far away from the enemy I the New City (New
Yorlc City I contemplates a condemnation/ before
and after war to reign by good fortune (the USA will
be victorious over its enemies I / af\cr the buried will
come out of their tombs."
It would seem that the 16th-century French
prophet all but predicted the WTC attacks and
subsequent military actions, but the circulated prediction is a collage of di fferent translations not
from one prophecy, but from a variety of
Nostradamus' work.
The American public doesn't seem to care
whether the prediction wa.• true or not as anything
related to Nostradamu• has flown off bookshelves
in the last two week • Amuon com'• bestse ller
list features
Mtradamu•-rclatcd book•. all''"
back order, whole the I 'J~fl document.ory " I he Man

••x

Who Saw Tomorrow," which is about Nostradamus,
held down the top spot for video sales at the same
Webstore.
Prophecy fever hasn 't hit this hard since July,
1999, came and went without the "King of Terror"
descending on the world.
Even so, peoples' exc itement may be premature.
In his I0-74 quatrain (he wrote his prophesies in
"centuries" from one to ten, where each century had
as many as I00 predictions written in no chronological order), the quatrai n-splicer misinterprets the
seventh month ("sept mois" in French) for
September.
Funherrnore, Nostradamus wasn't referring to a
hijacked airliner when he wrote about "a bird of
prey." lie was actually referring to Napoleon, said
Ox ford scholar Erika Cheetham in her "The
Prophecies of Nostradamus" book . She writes that
Nostradamus used the "bird of prey, the eagle"
metaphor repeatedly for Napoleon; in this case
Nostradamus wa• predicting the siege of Mantua,
Italy at Villa Nova in 1796.
l lowcver, he was right-on in predicting that "the
sky will bum at 45-dcgrces" where "immediately a
huge name leaps up." lie was also correct in saying
the king (President Bush) will be far from the enemy
(Nostradamus quatrain 9-92), when Bush spent the
hours following the attacks in Florida, Louisiana
and Ncbra•ka.
Whether the next terror attack will be biological
remains to be seen. Out in another prediction
Nostradamus writes, as translated by Cheetham, the
"garden of the world ncar the New City, in the road
of the hollow mountains. It will he sei7cd and
plunged in the l:mk , forced to drink water poisoned
hy •ulphur"

Dance Center exlpores Bharatanatyam Indian dance
By Melanie Masserant
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Betabandatine: good for your ears
overload of many concepts into one album, and ended up as well as a musical odyssey."
Headlining their own tour, the Betas opt to OJ before
sounding incoherent and hurried.
The band debunked themselves. Shortly after its release their own performance rather than bring along an openthey called The Beta Band an awful album and
Steve Mason, lead singer of The Beta Band, said it was nearly broke up. John Maclean, who drops live
the "most ironic situation" in wh ich to play their song, samples, plays piano, and scratches records, said
"Dry the Rain." The smoldering 95-degree heat at their " We hated each other after that album didn't go so
Grant Park performance had as much do with that com- w
e
I
I
"
ment as the Betas current situation.
After some time away fTom each other the· Betas
As openers on Radiohead 's Amnesiac tour, the Betas re-entered the studio and began writing Hot Shots
jumped at th_e chance to tout their new album, Hot Shots II. The slick and more cohesive product is the
II, at exclus1ve venues throughout America. Their pres- result of additional time to prepare and edit with
ence helped make the show one of the summer's hottest computers, Maclean said in a te lephone interview
avant-garde rock concerts.
from London. A barrage of influences such as
The Beta Band's claim to mainstream fame came in the Destiny's Child, Missy " Misdemeanor" Elliot,
2000 film " High Fidelity," when John Cusack's character Outkast and Nelly are apparent, as the Betas engulf
says " I will now sell six copies of The Three EPs by The themselves as the current white boys fTom ove~eas
Beta Band." He goes on to play "Dry the Rain," with reinterpreting America's glossy, double-time R&B
much applaud from his vinyl-digging clientele.
beats.
While the Chicago-set movie adaptation of the Nick
Though The Beta Band are more along the lines
Hornby novel of the same name brought the band into the of folk-hop they could, in an offhand way, be seen
limelight, they have been crafting the ir sound since 1996. riding the rap-rock bus. But "the main difference,"
Hot S hots II is a genre-defying pack of indi e-minded Maclean said, " is the marketing of it all. .. we're not
rock with Timbaland-esque beats and reggae-dub produc- trying to se ll kid-angst, we're trying to sell good
tion techniques. It captures the sound of now, where music."
cookie cutte~ are no longer necessary and "good"
Their music menage-a-trois samples
or "bad" replace genre spec ifications.
Harry Nilsson's "One" (made popuOn Aug. I, the Scottish band cut
lar by Three Dog Night singing
through the thick cloud of sweat, pro"One is the loneliest numduced by legions of impatient
ber .. .") with a marching
Radiohead fans, at the inaugural
hi~hop beat and a guest
Grant
Pa rk 's
concert
at
reggae MC over the top.
Photos courtesy of belaband.com
Hutchinson Field. They did so
Although Maclean
with the precision of a tightly
doesn't consider himThe Beta Band are (L-R) Robin Jones, Steve Mason, Richard
/ wound grandfather clock, all
self
a
fan
of
Greentree and John Maclean
the while bobbing this way and
Radiohead's music, he
that like DAY-GLO hippies of
respects them musicalthe new millennium.
ly. Obviously, Radiohead ing band. According to Maclean the four band members'
The Beta Band is a "fitter, hapliked The Beta Band because tastes are "pretty eclectic," and the audience is "more
pier" version of Radiohead's
they handpicked them and likely to hear hip-hop than anything else. After hip-hop,
sulk-rock and they struggled to
turntablist Kid Koala to round funk, reggae, and soul music, before rock."
pull the lulled audience out of its
out their American tour.
As icebreake~ for the Chicago performance, the sweaty
"They're giving us the golden audience barely busted a move during the Betas set. But in
shell. As their own harshest critics,
the Betas mothballed their first LP,
ticket," he said, and he hopes "the their hometown of Glasgow it takes "roughly three or four
choosing to perform o nly songs from their
fan base gets bigger; the more the seconds" for the crowd to dance, Maclean said.
He concluded by saying there's no specific " Beta Band
new record and songs from their
merrier."
sparkling first collection entitled
He continued to say that their crowd." They get "adults, chi ldren, funkatee~. dub-love~.
T he Three EPs.
'We get adults, children, funkateers, "music's better live, and adapts really small people, really tall people, people into fashion,
That first collection of three out-of- dub-lovers, really small p_eople. really tall for a more energetic perfor- and people not into fash ion."
print EPs was a tight body of travel- people, people Into fash1on, and people mance."
The Beta Band headlines the Metro on Thursday, Oct. 25.
When open ing for
ing love songs with varying
not into fashion.' - John Maclean
Their new single, "Human Being, " is out Oct. 15 on
Radiohead, they were given a 45Astralwerks/Regal.
rhythms, ranging from jazz and
ambient to folk.
minute slot. To get the full Beta
But their self-titled first LP was an
Band effect, Maclean said, is to
ambitious, yet skittish record . They tried to compact an "come see us twice for a good vibe, a visual extravaganza,

By Michael Hlrtzer
Assistant A&E Editor

"COMIC GOLD! GRADE A!"
- Entertainment Weekly

"DAMN SMART!"

"BRILLIANT!"

- New City

- MTV
OCT4

OCT18

SAMMY RAY&

GENERATIONS
If you're lool<ing for funky,
disco, boogie dance music;
search no more...

RETDIS ROOD

Acelebratioo of Stevie Ray

SUPPORT lOCAl BANDS!
Show starts @9:30PM •18 & OVER

Begiming ocr 3
ART OF ELYSIUM PRESENTS

ROCK AND SOUL
BATTLE OF THE BANDS
LISTENING PARTY

Vaughn's birthday.
www.Sammy-Ray.com

OCT11
THE DELOREANS

OCT25
DEWAAS PRESENTS

TIIESEVDI
IIIIION 1UUR

Ireland~ Premier Rock Band

2t & ...,., union occompanled by parent on llnndaY..
ShoWs start at 9:301'11

Downtown Chicago's premier ~!la~V IU~I!a
featuring all your favorite 70's & 80's music and videos.

Bring this ad it for

2-4-1 cover
Thursday-Satwday

No cover
with dinner
before
10:00 PM.
(q>ho1111211101.
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CREDIT CARD QUIZ (CONT.>

13) Credi.t cards are
va1uab1e because they
A.

offer fi.nanci.al flexi.bi.li.ty

B. can be used conveni.ently on-1i.ne
C.

are "shi.nyu

For answers to qu estions like these and others about how credit cards really work, v isit
www.credit -ed.citibank.com. Be smart. Get the facts you need to use your card w isely.
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Movie preview
Continued from Page 15
PREDICTION : Will not improve Cage's downward
spiral that has been occuring lately.
"In the Bedroom " Nov. 23
(Sissy Spacek, Tom Wilkinson , Marisa Tome i N ick
Stahl, William M apother)
'
This is a drama about the unrave li ng of a perfect New
England family.
P REDICTION: Can anyone say American Beauty?
Let's hope that it is different a nd will be a hit. 1 a m a lso
glad to see Spacek back in films.
"Sha llow Ha l" N ov. 9
(Gwyneth Paltro w, Jack Black, Jason Alexander, Susan
Wa rd, Tony Robbins)
This is astory about a man who, yes, is shallow and
named Hal (Black). He loves women, but is not too
much of a looker himself. He then meets the obese
Gwyneth and falls in love. But his shallow ways are
still there. What he actually sees is a slim G wyneth
instead of her true fonn.
PREDICTION: Another Farrelly Brothers hit! This
movie looks hilarious. At times you see the obese
Gwyneth (as her character really is) and then you see
her through Hal 's eyes
"Black Knight" 10/2 1
(Martin Lawrence, Tom Wilkinson, Kevin Conway,
Marsha Thomason)
"Black Knight" is a movie about a man (Lawrence)
who lifts transported from South Central Los Ange les
to 14 -century England.
PREDICTION: No comment...
"Domestic Disturbance" (TBA)
(John Travolta, Vince Vaughn, Teri Polo, Steve
Buscemi, Matthew O'Leary)
After an 11-year-old child (O'Leary) witnesses his stepfather (Vaughn) commit a horrible crime, he tells his real
father (Travolta), the only person who actually believes
him.
PREDICTION: I think this will be a pretty interesting
story. The movie has a very strong and experienced cast
that should play out well in the scheme.
"Gangs of New York" Dec. 2 1
(Leonardo DiCaprio, Daniel Day-Lewis, Cameron Diaz,
Liam Neeson, Henry Thomas)
DiCaprio plays Amsterdam, a young immigrant who
wants to avenge the murder of his father by enforcer Bill
the Butcher (Day-Lewis).
PREDICTION: Could turn out to be a great Scorsese
movie, or a tremendous flop. The story seems a little
unstable and that is where it could crumble.
"Vanilla Sky" Dec. 14
(Tom Cruise, Penelope Cruz, Cameron Diaz, Jason
Lee,Kurt Russell) A remake of 1988's "Open Your

Eyes, Cruise stars as a playboy turned love puppy a ll
due to a woman (Cruz) that redeems him. But a run-in
with his ex (Diaz) leaves marks of horrifying disfiguration.
PREDICTION: The story seems uninteresting. I think
that I will just rent the original.
"A Beautiful Mind" Dec. 2
(Russell Crowe, Jennifer Connelly, Ed Harris, Adam
Goldberg, C hristopher Plummer)
Russell Crowe plays the part of the tonnented Nobel
Prize-winning mathematic ian, John Forbes Nash Jr. As
a schizophrenic, Crowe's character not only goes
through mental problems, but also problems with his
wife (Connelly) and the exploitative CIA operative trying to ruin his genius.
PREDIC TION: Besides "Ali," this will be the movie
with the most Oscar nominations. I expect it to be a truly
inspiring story.
"The Fellowship of the Ring" Dec. 19
(Elijah Wood, Ian McKellen, Sean As tin, Sean Bean,
Viggo Morrisson)
In a small village in the Sh ire, a young Hobbit named
Frodo has been entrusted with an ancient ring. Now he
must embark on an epic quest to the Cracks of Doom in
order to destroy it.
PREDICTION: A very hyped movie, just as "Harry
Potter" is, let's hope that they do not ruin the novel.
"Ali" Dec. 7
(Will Smith, Jon Voight, Mario Van Peebles, Jada Pinkett
Smith, Jamie Foxx)
The life story and events of the great boxer Muhammad

AJi.
PREDICTION: Oscar nominations! From what I have seen
in the trailers, this seems to be a great piece of work from
director Michael Mann. It is also a chance for Smith to get
away from his "Men In Black" stereotype.
"The Shipping News" Dec. 25
(Kevin Spacey, Julianne Moore, Judi Dench, Cate Blanchett,
Scott Glenn)
A newspapennan's (Spacey) journey to find love and
happiness.
PREDICTION: I think it w ill turn out to be a
decent mov ie and will probably

get a couple o f nominations.
"The Majestic" Dec. 21
(Jim C arrey, Laurie Holde n, M artin Landau,
Je ffrey DeMunn, Bruce Campbell)
In 1951, a screenwriter gets blacklisted, loses
his memory, and ends up in a sma ll town where
he is mistaken for someone e lse.
PREDICTION: Good story a nd I love Jim
Carrey. I think that, with him as the anchor,
this will turn out to be a great movie.
"The Royal Tenenbaums" Dec. 21
(Gene Hackman , Anjelica Huston, Gwyneth
Paltrow, Ben Stiller, Luke Wilson)
This story is a bout the li fe of a fictitious, ne urotic family of ge niuses that struggle to reunite after the
de parture of their fathe r.
PREDICTION: I think that this movie is like ly to be
one of the funniest movies of the fall season.
"Ocean's II " Dec. 7
(George Clooney, Brad Pitt, Julia Roberts, Matt
Damon, Casey Affleck)
A remake, it promises to be a pleasurable movie with
no death or any violent scenes. Just good old action
scenes.
"Monster 's Ball" TBA
(Billy Bob Thornton, Ha lle Berry, He ath Ledge r, Peter
Boyle, Sean "P. Diddy " Combs)
Thornton stars as a racist, Georgia dea th-row attendant who falls for the wife (Berry) of an inmate he has
recently put to death. There is anothe r problem too.
Neither knows of their connection to one another.
PREDICTION: A Romeo and Juliet type story, I don't
think that it will flop, but it won't be a great hit.
"Not Another Teen Movie" Dec. 14
(Chy ler Leigh, C hris Evans, Jaime Pressly, Lacey
Chabert, Randy Quaid)
Basically, they make fun of all the teen movies that
have come out in recent years such as "She's A ll That."
Instead of having the exchange student get naked at
some point in the movie (as in "American Pie"), director Joel Galien says that she will be naked the entire time.
PREDICTION: I think that it will be a "Scary Movie"
type and will be a hit. Lets just hope that they don' t make
the same mistake as the producers of "Scary Movie" did
by making a sequel.
"Joe Somebody" Dec. 21
(lim Allen, Julie Bowen, Patrick Warburton, Jim Belushi,
Kelly Lynch)
Allen stars as a divorcee who gets beaten up by a coworker in front of his daughter. He recruits his own fighting instructor to teach him in the ring .
PREDICTION: Big flop.
Although not all of this fall's releases are named here,
yo u can check all of the movie releases by vis iting the studios' Web sites and www.imdb.com.

Bx Katbedge Razz
Correspondant
Attention all underappreciated writers.
Here's a revolutionary idea: if you want
something published, whether it's your
poetry, short fiction or a political essay, all
you need is a copy machine, staples and a
willing audience. In Chicago you won't
have any trouble (inding the latter. The
underground press is finding a welcome
home here, ~to a few well pr\)duced
and highly publicized zines and events
that are taki.n g place in the Windy City.
A "zine" is an inexpensively produced,
self-published, underground publication.
Zincs range in topic from punk rock to literature to girl talk. There are those here in
Chicago who spend a good amount of
their free time writing, editing, and publishing zines.
Brent Ritzel is one such person. Editor
and publisher of the Chicago-based Zin<>
Guide, Ritzel has made a study of the
underground media. He collected information on over a thousand zincs in a database in order to promote his band, the
Great Brain, in the early '90's. Ritzel later
decided to give up the musician's life and
publish the data he compiled in a virtual
phone book of zincs from all over the
world. Zine Guide is now on its fifth
issue, and has doubled in size since its
premiere.
"Chicago is where it's at right now in
terms of zincs," Ritzel says. Punk Planet,
Burn Collector and Roctober, he says, are
zincs that indicate just what people are
writing about and reading in the zinc
world. All of them are published in

Chic;aso.

The edliOt'S ofZPt. G!JJde celebnl~ their

latest release at a Sept. 7 party in which 12
Chicago-area "zinesters" read material
from their own zines. The party, held at
Quimby's Bookstore, 1834 W. North Ave.,
brought out writers like Larry Roth o
1544, a zine about an apartment building
at 1544 W. Grace St. in Chica$0, and AI
Burian, who writes the zme Burn
Collector, a collection of stories from
Burian's life and travels.
Courtney Pipin is a Columbia student
who publishes Retail Whore. a zine she
says is about her life experiences, as seen
through the eyes of a retail clerk. At the
event she read a piece about living in the
Residence Center.
"I' ve lived in Chicago for three years,"
Pi pin said. "Here you get support for your
zine." Pipin says she sells Retail Whore at
Quimby's as well as at Chicago Comics
and Reckless Records. "People actually
buy it," she says, "which is different from
my hometown in Michigan."
Ritzel says those who are thinking about
starting a zinc should pursue the idea.
" It's a great time to get started," he said.
"As the media continues to conglomerate,
it's a good time to start an independent
voice." And Chicago, he says. is the best
place to do it.
" You have other c ities with resources for
zine publishers," he says, " Like San
Francisco, Ne w York. [But] here we're
trying to establish a community so people
can network and get resources."
For people who may be thinking about
starting their own zine, Pipin has this
advice: "Do lt. And make a friend at
Kinko's. That helps,"
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Columbia C()llege Chicago is an inclusive community that
welcomes and affirms all its members regardless of race,
national origin, ethnicity, gender, age, disability, sexual
orientation, or religion.
During this time of national tragedy, we encourage students,
faculty and staff to maintain a peaceful co-existence with all
members of our community, especially our international
students.
Our institution is committed to involving all members of our
learning community in the advancement of student goals
and institutional objectives in a non-hostile and supportive
environment. If any member of the community feels the
need to speak with a counselor regarding this tragedy, they
may contact the Counseling Services Office at 623 Wabash,
Rm. 305, 312-344-7480. Students with any concerns are
encouraged to visit the Dean of Students Office, 623
Wabash, Suite 301,312-344-8595.
The College promotes an environment of respect, tolerance
and civility.
Education In the Arts and Communications

600 South Michigan Avenue

Chicago, lllmo1s 60605 1996

312 663 1600
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with Metra's $5 weekend Pass
TURN AFUN WEEKEND INTO GREAT
savini!s with a FREE INcardl
Toke advantage of M etro's Weekend Pass
rlqht now. ror only ~ 5. you qet unlimited
r i des on M etra train s all weekend lonq.
Then, your used pass Is Qood for a free six
m onth 11-kord m ember ship, a virtual meal
ticket for younq adulls In th Chlcaqoland
or ol Tho IN card offers savlnqs ot Chlcaqo's
hottes t clubs, r otall or s, sorvlcc s and
r ostaurants, turnlnQ your M otro pou Into o
m eal tlckot with no houlo. In oddlllon, If
you Join tho INcord Club now, you wilt hove

Metra's $5 Pass

UNLIMITED RIDES
all weekend lonill

o chance to win dinner for two ot Flat Top
Grill or Ranalli's, tickets for two to Blue Man
Group, and o ther groat prlxesl To take
advantage of o free INcor d membership,
s nd o self addressed, stomp d nv lop
and th usod Metro Woek nd Pass to IN card
at P.O. Box 2 1 I , 0 1 ncoo, ll 60022 or call
047 - 67J - J70J or visit th wob site ot
INcord.com . for Motra schodulo Information coli OJG- 7000, city or suburbs, or vlsll
m otrorall.com.
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Please remeber to bring a copy of your class schedule
and your student ID.
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~lassifieds
Lose 2-8 lbs Every Week .. Or Need Extra
Energy... 100%
Naturai .. Safe ..Guaranteed!!
www.up2uhealth.com or 800-311-5804

Crossword
ACROSS

Bridgeport 35th/Emerald. Quiant residential area. 2 bedroom, parking garage, living room, kitchen, stove & refrigerator. 10
minute drive to Loop. Great public transportation within 1 block. $850/month plus
utilities. (312) 660-3701 ext. 1973

1 Examinations

6
11
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23

Boasts
Service charge
To no _
Bizarre
Gun the engine
Source of many
unforeseen
troubles
Time period
_ been had!
Espied
Layer of ore
Windward Islands

"300 Greatest Poems You've Ever
Heard" interactive CD-ROM for Windows.
Over 10 hours of recorded old poems,
plus text and over 150 images of these
classic masters. Only $39.95, visit
www.rothetechnologies.com or
amazon.com

nation

27
29
31
32
33
35
38
40

YeUow gems
Chinese por1
Zilch
Inning ender
Relish
Structure star1er?
Footprint
Metric weights,
briefly
42 Sea east of the
Caspian
43 _ cctta
45 Argentine plain
47 Fruily cooler
48 Canisters
6
50 Old-time singer
7
52 Cause of public
outrage
8
55 Cooks ius1 below
9
boiling
56 Voucher
57 Permit to
10
59 Prune
11
60 Fled
61 Tangential
12
thoughts
13
66 Employ
18
67 Uke ccllege walls
68 Flynn of
22
Hollywood
23
69 Plot lor roses
24
70 Calendar units
25
71 Worn and shabby 26
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Light knock
Actress Gabor
_ Luis Obispo
Piece of news
Bratislava
populace

28
30
34
36
37
39

Want to sell your Term Paper? Earn $30
for selling your term papers, book reports
or essays on our site.
www.SeiiYourTermpapers.com
Feathery scarf
Tim of "Star Trek :
Voyage~·

Ready to swing
Beccme
gradually more
acceptable to
Male or female
Still shot from a
moving picture
Unworldly
Roy's Dale
City near Council
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Lener~adyWhite
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Slow-movers
In addition
Diffusions
Mouth moisture
Strike caller?
Bench player
"Funny Farm" star

54
58
61
62
63
64
65

On the up-and-up
Oak or maple
Performed
Wood and Wynn
Valuable vein
Head dip
Slightly shifty

ADVERTISE IN THE
AND REACH THOUSANDS OF COLLEGE STUDENTS

CALL 312-344-7432 FOR OUR MEDIA GUIDE

Classified Advertising Rates: Only 25 cents per word.
All major credit cards accepted. Pre-payment required.
Deadline: Friday 5:00p.m. C.S.T
Toplace your order, visit the world wide web at:
http://www.universaladvertising.com
BUYER BEWARE:
Neither Universal Advertising nor
Columbia Chronicle assume responsibility for
damages resulting from any advertisements.
CALL 312-344-7432 with Questions
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CAPTAIN RIB MAN In One Strike And You're Out !
IF THE
COWARDICE ATTACK
ON OUR PEOPLE IS
A TEST OF OUR
COUNTR'I'S RESOLVE
TO DEFEND OURSELVES,
THEN LET'S GO FOR

EXTRA CREDIT!

WE ALL KNOW
WHO I NIEAN:

OSAMA BIN LADEN,
SAOOAM HUSSEIN,
THAT B !+•* FROM

"WEAKEST UNK"...
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If you're a new freshman, it's an office that is just for you!

What can we help you wit~J>?o

L

tj1 ·

A

•Getting Organized. Our staff is eager to provide you with academic
advising and guidance as you prepare to register or choose a major.
•Getting Acquainted. We are dedicated to helping you with personal,
academic, and other concerns as you make your transition into the Columbia
College community.
•Getting Involved. We can connect you with programs, activities &
student organizations specific to your interests.
•Getting Help. We can help you find a Columbia tutor to help you get
the skills you need to be a successful student.
What should you do?
• Meet your advisor! You will have a strong and ongoing relationship
with us throughout your first year at Columbia, so stop by and meet your
advisor right away.
•Get smart! We can help you with anything from advising to answering
your questions about campus life. If you have any questions, don't hesitate come and see us!

The Freshman Center Staff is available by appointment
~ o ..
~
and walk-in basis at:

3 S. Wabash Building, Suite 307
(312) 344-7925
osd@popmail.colum.edu
www.colum.edu/newstudenti
,.... .._.. FORWARD TO WORKING WITH

I

A

YOU!

Ritch Ba
- r32 (Animation, Film/ Video, Television)
Bob Blinn
9 (Art/Design, Photography)
Mary Butler x7927 (Poetry, ASL-Interpreter Training, Arts, Entertainment
and
Media Management, Early Childhood Education, Interdisciplinary
Undecided)
Judy Dyke x7926 (Dance, Fiction Writing, Music, T/;leatre
I
Brian Marth x7933 (Interactive Multimedia, Journalism,
Communication, Radio, Sound, Digital Media Technology)
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Welcome to the Alumni Comer the first of a
monthly col umn focusing on ihe lives and
careers of Columbia's alumni population.
Thts news-and-notes column will be a regular feature of the Columbia Chronicle. For
more extensive Alumni otes and features,
log onto to www.colum.edu/alumni.

E
:I
-c

The Columbia Chronicle and the Alumni
Relations Office are thrilled to broadcast the
accomplishmcms of Columbia's significant
alumm communny. people from all walks of
life who arc making their mark in the arts
and communications. Their successes best
illustrate the opportunities open to all students who take full advantage of what
Columbia has to otTer.

For more information on the Alumni
Relations office, call Jeryl Levin at 312-3447420
or
e-mail
her
at
jlevin@popmail.colum.edu.

1 9 72 Aibert Williams received the Geor!le Jean
Nathan Prize for dramatic criticism as theater cntic for
The Chica~to Reader. The award. given by Cornell
University, IS accompanied by an unrestricted cash sum of
S I0,000, which is funded by an endowment established in
Nathan :swill. This is his second criticism prize; he is also
a rectptent of the Peter Ltsagor Award for Outstanding
Arts Joumahsm. Albert teaches theater as an art ist-in-residence at Columbia.
/
Joseph Powers is the photographer in an on
goi ng work entitled "The New York Firefighter Project."
(sample of work at right) Originating in Worcester,
Massachusetts, the continuing series of portraits were displayed at the New York City Fire Museum and will appear
at www.nycfiremuseum.org. Joseph chose firefighters
since they present themselves as serving a noble calling.
He is currently working on a calendar for a local blues
club and can be contacted at j.b.powers@worldnet.all.net.

1977

Susan Haraburd is the executive director of
the National Center for the Laity. She is a certified catechist in the Chatechesis of the Good Shepherd and trains
adult catechists at Dominican University in River Forest.
Her list of accomplishments include the conception and
coordination of an international retreat and conference on
Catachesis in Assisi, Italy in 1997, which brought together 13 countries; implemented the first child-care center in
the federal courts; and co-chaired a national convention of
the~Christian Family Movement.

1 9 8 Lonn Carl Harper has directed the theat:ical production of "A Soldier's Play" (also known as ''A
Soldier's Story), featuring class of'78 alumni Champagne
Powell over the Memorial Day weekend. Set in Fort Neal,
Louisiana, in 1944, "A Soldier's Play" shows how the
· murder of unpopular black Sergeant Waters fans feelings
of anger and discord.
Don Howze, owner of production company
DVIDEO 79, produced Classic Soul Music Hits, a documentary series on musical artists. Don {>reviewed Classic
Soul Music Hits at his wife, Columbta alum Cat'Ania
Howze's, Hollywood Hair and Makeup salon. The previews included artists such as George Clinton, The
Emotions and The Stylistics. He operates the Calumet
City base ofDV IDEO 79, a company that he and his partner began in 1984, which produces mostly television specials. "A Star for Marvin Gaye," a DV IDEO 79 production, earned Don an Emmy nomination in the 1999
Chicago/Midwest Emmy Awards.
Alan Haraf is the associate director of development at Saint Xavier University. His responsibilities
include major g ifts, the annual fund and the university
campaign. Upon graduating from Columbia, Alan
recetved his master's degree in science in marketing from
Roosevelt University.
Tod Lending's Oscar-nominated documentary,
"Legacy," aired on Cmemax. The film follows a family
living in Chicago's Homer Homes over a five year period.

198~11yn
J . lwaoka is the Specialist for Film
Affairs at the Japan Information Center of the Consulate
General of Japan at Chicago.
Michael La Bellarte opened Outsider Inc., an
editing boutique that began the year with nearly $2 million worth of business. His clients include US West,
Degree and Kraft. Much of their business comes from
seventy 30-second Coors Original and Light commercials
and the U.S. Army.

commu~ity

l 9 8 5Margie Borris is the library
hatson for the Des Plai nes Pubhc Ltbrary. Margte wntes
scripts, gives library tours and orientations, wrote the history of the library, coordinates the volunteers orgamzauon
and acts as a resource to teachers of Enghsh as a second
language. She has been with the library for 22 years.
Andy Dick stars in a new NBC sitcom, "Go
Fish." He plays an eccentric high school drama teacher.
He also stars m "The Andy Dick Show" airing on MTV.
The show is made up of short films and parodtes.

198 6

David Cromer is a play director _with several critically acclaimed plays to his resume, mcludmg

"And Neither Have I Wings to Fly," which ran at Victory
Gardens and "Orson's Shadow," which played at the
Steppenwolf Garage. Most recently, his production of
"Booth," showed at the Writers' Theater Chicago in
Glencoe.
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Christine adile-Hickey is an assistant
audience coordinator for the " What About Joa n Sho\\ ,"
the first hve sitcom ever fil med in Chicago. Christine has
worked extensively on independent films holding responsibilities that include unit production, hair, makeup and
serving as prop-master.
Michael Galassini is the driving force behind
Magnaphonic, a music group he formed as a recording
project for his songs and those written by his wife. The
group's debut album, "Under Your S kin ," will be available in stores soon. Michael describes their sound as
"power pop" and inspired by the Beatles. The group performed in their first concert, previewing their CD at
Emerald Isle earlier this year. They also perfom1ed at this
year's Y-Me National Breast Cancer Organization 5K
Run . Website for the group is at www.magnaphonic.com.
Ela ine Equi showcased her poetry as part of an
ongoing series of poetry readings sponsored by
Columbia's English Department. She is a former
Columbia poetry professor. Elaine received the 1998 San
Francisco State Poetry Award.
Greg C anfield is managing editor at Palatine
Countryside newspaper. He was previously city editor at
The Naperville Sun and served as a reporter and editor for
Pioneer Press for II years.

1 9 8 8 J i m Carrane recently performed in his
own play at Second City. "Living in a Dwarf's House," a
one man show. was written by both Jim and director Gary
Ruderman. A seasoned actor, Jim starred with MAD TV
star Stephanie Weir in the improvisational show "Naked"
and has worked with Annoyance, Live Bait, lmprov
Olympic and Jazz Freddy. Other roles include "ER,"
"Early Edition" and a prison guard in "Natural Born
Killers."

Ted Ansani released a six-song recording titled
Throttle and Piston. He has launched his career as a solo
artist, sticking to the power pop charactensuc of his previous band. Material Issue. Ted played ba" for Matenal
Issue, which stgned on the Mercury label and released
four records mcluding their first and most popular.
Intern a tio nal Pop Overthrow and thetr last.
Telecomando America.
Suzv Nakamura can be seen on the tclevtston
show. "Dactct'to," playing Holly Martm. The :>JBC prime
time series takes a comedic look at the famdy and the
changin!l roles of the men and women withi n them. After
perfonnmg in a comedy troupe for several years. Suzy
moved to Los Angeles and began acting on TV and 111
movies.
Ma rc Selz wrote, directed and filmed the independent horror !ilm "Short Cut Road." The feat ure film
follows a group of college friends who encounter terrible
tragedies when they take a short-cut on thetr way to an
an nual mustc festival. The film was tnspired by
" Halloween."
Anna D. Shapiro is an associate arttst and full
time director at Steppenwolf Theatre. She is dtrectcd
Frank Galati and John Mahoney in Steppenwolf's production of "The Drawer Boy...

19

9 1Troy Scott Norto n recently gue>t-starred as
Phoebe's boyfriend Jake on the popular NBC sitcom .
"Friends." Troy has co-starred in another NBC sitcom.
"Will and Grace," starred as Ian Dresari 111 Microsoft 's
CD ROM computer game Mechwarrior IV "Vengeance.''
and a variety of commercials.
Michael DiGioia rode his bicycle through Cuba.
from Havana to Santiago. He documented the 600-milc
journey with a detailed journal and pictures, which can be
fo und on his website at www.michaeldigioia.com.
Lee Bey was named Mayor Daley's deputy chief
of
staff.
Award-winning-'---=---.:_...:__ _
Architectural Critic and Urban See ALUMNI, page 28

1989

J i m
Linehan
showed his photographs, which
address the idea
that humans are
not that separate
from the wilderness. at the
Environmetal
Law and Policy
Center. He has
focused
on
ir,t ro s p ection
thro ugh nature
for the last nine
Jim 's
years.
photograph s
were also part of
C ity 2000, a
year long documentation
of
Chicago. Other
displays
of
Jim 's
work
include a photographic documentary of Lake
Michigan that
he completed
for the Park
Hyatt
Hotel.
After graduating
from Columbi a,
Jim went on to
receive his master's degree in
photography
from
Yale
Unive rsity. He
currently teaches at Harrington
of
Institute
Interior Design.
L a ur a
Good
has
released a new
C
D
,
" The Uni ve r se
Tonight," wi th
her band The
T w i g s
Produced
by
platinum selling
produ cer,
Johnny
K.
Several, the CD
was recorded in
both Chicago
and
Los
An!leles. The
Twtgs have been
heard on major
Coast
West
radio stations
and in several
independent
films. The band
is touring this
and
summer
fall.

RECOMMENDS
"A strikingly clever and funny book with a
passion for ideas, for language, and for the
rich tragicomedy of life."
-Sunday Telegraph

WHITE
TEETH ·
ZAD IE
SMITH

Told in a style that magnificently captures
the colloquialisms and cliches of the 1930s
and 1940s, The Blind Assassin is a richly
layered and uniquely rewarding experience.

"Eggers's book, which goes a surprisingly long
way toward delivering on its self-satirizing,
hyperbolic title, is a profoundly moving,
occasionally angry and often hilarious
account."
- Sara Mosie, New York Times

C OL~

A

Columbia Books t ore
Torco Bldg • ph : 312/427-4860 • elotlett.com

Earn Free Books!
See store for details

...
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Planning Reporter for the Chicago Sun-7imes, Lee was
chosen for his "deep understanding of City Planning,
housing and urban design and (his) real appreciation for
Chicago's neighborhoods," said Mayor Daley. His duties
as deputy chie f of staff include working on affordable
housing mitiatives, working with a team of people who
are rewriting the city 's zonmg codes, central loop development and other planning issues. Lee is also the featured
speaker at Columbi a new student convocati on this
October.
1 9 9 2J ohn Swa nson is the executive producer
of the ""Eric and Kathy Morning Show" on WTMX 101.9
FM. He edits interview soundbytes, books celebrity
guests and more. John has been with the show from its
start. He has also worked with such notable personalities
as Jonathon Brandmeier and Kevin Matthews.
Dawn Peccatiello is an award-winning graphic
designer specializing in corporate logos and brochures.
1 9 9 3Tom Schnecke, of technical operations and
production for Chicago's NB C affi liate WMAQ-T V
Channel 5, delivered the commencement speech at Harper
College. He earned his associate degree fro m Harper
before attending Colu mbia. To m is a five- time regional
Emmy award-winner and serves on the board of governors of the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences. He
also works with the Chicago Public Schools Principal for
a Day program, which places corporate leaders m city
schools for a day. Tom hopes to head the technical side of
NBC"s 2002 covemge of the Olympics in Sa lt Lake City.
Ba rba ra Tomko was one of five finalists out of
1500 for a national screen play wri ting award at the
Austin Film Festival. Her scnpt is about a litt le town in
Northern Ireland trying to attract a Japanese hotel in order
to survive during economic hard times. She received a call
from a management company looking to acquire her
script for MGM Studios. Barbara has also worked in collaboration with her son. Dan Tomko. on three plays for the
Des Plaines Historical Society.
Na nc~· Van Kanega n is an artist and curator at
Free Flow Gallery in Chicago. Her latest exhibit entitled
""R.Jdiculist Banquet."" featured food-themed films. music
and performances. as well as oatmeal facials , a fruit mandala and a mashed potato table where guests could sculpt
spuds. Attendees dressed in food-rela ted costumes and
contributed real or ··conceptual" food to the potluck table.
The admission proceeds raised $4 00 for Columbia
Colleges Inter Arts Al umni Scholarshi p Fund .
Rid1cuhsm. a term comed by Nancy and a couple of her
friends. is a ""ph1losophy or artistic way of thinking along
the lines of surrealism. futurism and dadaism."' she says.
To ni Sher wood 's new hour long documentary
""The Uncertamty Pnnciple: Making of an American
Scientist"" played in Los Angeles for the traveling New
York lntemattonal Independent Film and V1deo festival
on July 18 at the Laemmle's Mus 1c Hall theater. Directed
by Toni. the movie shows the art of science and the struggle to create the impossible, defined by the extreme experiments and chaotic personal hfe of a charismatic young
physicist.
1 9 9 4cecele De Stefano recetved nominations
from the Art Directors Guild for the 2000 Excellence in
Production Design Awards. She was nommated for Best
Art Director for the critica lly accla1med HBO feature film
"For the Love of Country: The Arturo Sandoval Story"
and for Best Vanety Show or Music Spec1al a~ one of two
art directors on the TV show " Mad TV." While at
Columbia Cecele was a member of the ""Lost Souls" art
department.
Josh POu ger is the executive producer and coordmator at the L1brary Cable Network, which a1rs on channel 24 . H is most recent show, "What's New in
Libraries?," featured the building, mov mg and opening of
the new Des Plaines Publi c Library. The network puts
together I 00 shows each year. Josh has been with the
company since graduation .

1 9 9 6Lisa Lagina is the activities director at
Moorings Health Center, a retirement home. L1sa works to
bring out the artistic ability of the residents as well as
share those talents with the rest of the community through
exhibits.
Kr istine Helen Bra iley won an Art Council's
2001 Individual Artist's Grant in the amount of $ 1,500.
The funds are designed to support the artist 's creative
work and may be spent in any way the artist sees fi t.
Recipients were chosen from nearly 500 and their work
was presented at Gallery 31 2 in Chicago.
.
Sweda C hris received the 2000 Peter L1sagor
Award for photojournal ism in the Features, non-daily category with a photo that appeared in The Star entitled " Pair
Under a Blue Sky."
Justin Kaufman won the 2000 Peter Lisagor
Award for Radio with his WBEZ broadcast of
"Hemophiliac Community."
Tonja Greenfi eld has made her way up the ladder to editor of the Ogle County Life newspaper. A fouryear member of the News Media Corporation, she also
serves as editor at the Ashton Gazelle.
Brenda Stewa rt is director of marketin~ at
Modem Healthcare and Modem Physician magazmes.
She oversees marketing, sales promotion and research

activities. Before joining Crain Communications, Brenda
was a marketing executive with Allscripts Healthcare
Solutions.
Kevin Leadingham has fi eld produced and shot
three episodes of US Marshalls: The Real Story for the
Learning Channel. His first eposode aired at the end of
May, and the others will follow shortly. Kevin followed a
group of US Marshalls for nine months as they hunted and
arrested gangster fugitives. He is currently tagging along
with and taping helecopter rescures for Las Vegas
Medical for the D iscovery Health Network.
Ezr a Hubbard is engaged to marry C hristy
Holton on June 23 in St. Louis. Christy was director of
marketing at University of the Nations School in Hawaii.
They met in Hawaii while Ezra was editing To End All
Wars, a feature directed by David C unningham and distributed by Gold Crest. They will be living in Los
Angeles.

1997

Nata lie Battaglia received the 2000 Peter
Lisagor Award for photojournalism under the Sports category for her photograph entitled " Runner Trips During the
Relay."
Reggie
Benj a min
attended ·this year 's Grammy See ALUMNI, page 29

pass your
first test:
HODGKINS
1-55 & 1-294 • South Suburbs
(79th & Willow Springs Rd s.)
Ph: 1-888-4UPs.JOB
Acce ss Code: 4417

NORTHBROOK
(Shermer & Willow Rds.)
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$23,000

ADDISON
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PACKAGE HANDLERS
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1 9 9 5scott Nychay works as an editorial cartoontst for the Northwe.ll //era/d . li e released a book of
his work entitled " l3lack & White and Angry All Over."
Whtle at Columb1a, Scott was a Fischetti Scholar and took
second place in an A1ds Awareness Art show for Ius car-

toons.
Simeon Schna pper ).'roduccd and di rected the
film " Dotcom: A True Story ' along with partner l3rett
Smger. The film uses improvisat ion to te ll the story of an
mtcmet start-up company called Zcctck.com, owned by a
group of greedy twentysometh1ngs looking to :.ell out and
ca~h in but arc unsure how to go about it. The film was
msp1red by the fil m makers' ex periences m the dot-com
world . S1 meon was the chief technology oniccr with an Ecommercc company named Starbclly, wh1ch was later
wid to lla-Lu f'rumotumal Products now known as ll alo
Branded So lu tion ~ . 'I he fil m was recent ly shown at the
Ch1cago lmpruv f·cN! Ival.
C hu ter ( ; rt l(or y stars 111 ""I he Jack1e Wtlson
Story fMy IIcari IK C"ry1 ng, C"ry1ng)" at the Black
f·.nHCmblc "I heater and has debuted lm new ( "I) My Na me
1C C.C• The tu>Undtrack IS a mix tu re of gospel, Iup hop,
rhythm and blues, and pu. Chester IJtnh a studio 111 h1s
h"me, c•tahhshcd an uulependent record lahel 111led " No
( ummerc1al M u~ 1 c," dcSIY,j lled a lui!'J and wrote all of the
lyflcN for h 1~ CD f fc ce ebrated 11s debut by K1vn1g a
mint w nccrt at the fll ack Ensemble "I heater. T he "Jac k1c
Wtl110n Story," ongmally schedule(.) fur u three-month nn1,
ha" necn extcndc<l lrt<le lin ltcly due to fiiBh llckct demand.
( hc•ter a lii'> dtrc~ts for Ins lml"n1a theater fi,IIJI I\'• " Act
N1.w" and work s w11h teens al C"c nt ral ff 1v,l1 Sc 111111 111
Ea• t ( ln~'' Y."

While asking your folks for money isn't easy,

AT LEAST YOUR BANKING IS.
P~ey

Accott your LnSnllo nccountt And Account lntom1atlon online
your billa • • Trnntfor funds between LaSallo Ac counta • Sot up 1ut omat1c payn1onta
EmAil quot tlont to t ho Online B•nk lfl« Cent er

It tokos 111110 to crntt tho PUIIoct ruquust for cos h. Tlmo you"d PIOl>obly rothor not spend on
bnn klnp, ltuulf Oooct thlnf\ thoro's Lu ulluOnllno. With f\IS t n slmplu click. ou con occuss oil
your nccountu. trnm chucklnfl to monoy nHtt kot s to COs . All of which will
comu In vury hnndy If you monop,u to 8wliy thll pttrunts . To Strlrt lJnnklng
with LoSoll uOnll nu. ulf\n \Ill Ill lnullebnnk.oom 01 lJy collhll\ 800-840-0190.
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Awards just a short while before the release of his first
album "Comin' at Ya." DJ, remixer and producer Eric "esmoove" Miller, who has worked with Janet Jackson and
Prince, co-produced the CD. The music video for
Reggie's first single, "Hurry Up," was filmed at the
Playboy Mansion and the Hyatt West on Sunset
Boulevard in West Hollywood. Reggie launched his
record company 2X Club with only S II 0 and estimates
that it will be worth more than SI million by the end of the
year. He also writes _lyrics and produces songs for other
aspm~g art1sts on h1s label. Regg1e is being pushed by
those tn the mdustry as the first Ind1an pop artist.
Jennifer Liu IS a member of Stir-Friday Night, a
comedy theater made up of Asian-American actors
dancers, artists and writers. The group began performing
SIX years ago tn a Ch1cago storefront and has since performed tn more than 50 venues nationwide They have
played more than 20 collelles mcluding University of
llhno1s C1rcle, Loyola U1o1verstty and University of
Ch1cago. The1r most recent show entitled "Flakes: Now
Fortified with Indians!" played at Chicago's Phoenix
Ascending Theater.

branch. Matthew selects all of the films about six months
prior to screening, he then creates booklets promoting
each film series. The LaSalle Theater is the longest running revival house in the area. Matthew is in the process
of completing his master's degree at Columbia and works
at the circulation desk of the Park Ridge Public Library.
Andrew Fellus has been promoted to assistant
engmeer at Right Track Recording studio in New York.
He now puts in up to I 00 hours per week as assistant to
legendary engineer Frank Filpetll who has worked "ith
such recording stars as James Taylor and Carly Simon.
Kenshin Nawa is the director in the Plannmg
and Directing Department for the AOI Advertising
Promotion Company in Tokyo. He was honored with a
Gold Camera Award for his "Roppongi Hills Promotional
Video" at the 33rd Annual U.S. International Film and
Video Festival in Chicago. The video centers on Japan's
largest private urban redevelopment project to open in
early 2003 in the cosmopolitan Roppong1 district of central Tokyo.
Rui Kaneya and Pamela Lewis received the
2000 Peter Lisagor Award for Public Service with their
on-line article for The Chicago Reporter, "Transit Woes:
The CTA's Aging Bus Fleet."
1 9 9 8Matthew Hoffma n does his best to be in
Milt Evans is an art teacher at Abbot Middle
touch with the interests of film goers as theater director of School in Elgin and the treasurer of Elgin's nonprofit
LaSalle Theater, a revival house inside a LaSalle Bank Outside Exhibition Group. The group is spearheading an
effort to ra1se funding to
replace the old flag sculpture on Elgin's Walton
ALBERTO VILAR GLOBAL FELLOWS
Island. Milt presents positive images of African
American males through
IN THE PERFORMING ARTS
photography.
He
has
worked tn Elgin School
District U46 for over 30
years.
Ayanna Floyd was
recently hired as a staff
The Vilar G lobal
writer on
the
CBS
drama,"Family Law" after
INffiAL'OFFERINGS
Fell owship brings
writing for "Gideon's
Crossing". Ayanna started
to
gether
exceptionally
her career winning a Walt
Acting
Disney writing fellowship,
ta len ted s tudents in the
which pays a yearly stipend
for the fellows to work on
Dance
perform ing arts from
spec scripts that are pitched
to network producers.
around the world to
Based on her writing, she
Design
was hired by "Gideon 's
study at NYU and
Crossing". She worked on
the show for six months,
Film Production
work with world-class
until calcellation. Look for
Ayanna 's episodes of
artists from prominent
Family
Law coming this
Jazz
New York City
fall.

at New York University
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institutions.

Music Technology
Musical Composition

A $40,000 a year

Musical Theatre Performance and Writing

stipend for two years
of graduate education

Piano and Woodwind Performance
Writing
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includes tuition,
housing, and travel
expenses.

www.nyu.edu/vilar/grad
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Eric Wheeler, director of
photography for the independent film "Playing
Dress Up," worked in collaboration with the producer and director as to how
the film would be shot. The
dramatic comedy ventures
into the life of a 13 year old
as she faces the issues of
schoolwork, boys and communicating with her mother. Eric has completed several local projects including
television commercials and
videos. Eric Heisner delves
into every aspect of the
industry as he produced,
directed and acted in two
short films, "The Windigo"

Free Street and "1.
Columbia College's
Theater Department
present 11ZErOS11
a TeenStreet

2000

Tiina Alanko is the marketing coordinator at Finn-Power International where she assists in the
writing and production of brochures, newsletters, news
releases, articles and ads. The Finland based company is a
leading manufacturer of turret punch presses, sheet metal
manufacturing cells and systems, and other fabri cation
equipment.
Step hanie G reenma n took to the stage with
eighteen other singing and dancing girls in "Jerry's Girls"
at the Devonshire Playhouse. She was featured in "Hello
Dolly! ," "Gooch's Song," "Bosom Buddies" and a duet
called "Kiss Her Now." This was her first show since
graduation and she looks forward to a career in musical
theater. Stephanie also works as an elementary school
substitute teacher.
Rob Hart received th1rd place in the Illinois
Press Photographers Association Pictures of the Y~ar
awards m the category of student p1ctures. Rob. a staff
member in the Pioneer Press West group, also won in several individual categories in the student contest. mcluding
first place in both the picture story and feature categories.
Rob IS a continuing student at Columbia. I le was also the
Photo Editor for the Columbia Chronicle.
Carolyn Gratzke has moved from her previous
position at the Lyric Opera House to Lyric "s Corporate
Foundation and Government Giving office.
Jay Fontanetta directed a new production of the Eric Bogosian drama ··subU rbia"
as part of Circle Theater's Underground
Senes. The production deals with the
futures of some slacktng 20-year olds as
they become symbolic of where this generation may be headed. The cast is composed
mostly of recent college grads. He has been
acting with Circle Theater for six years .
While at Columbia, Jay directed many student productions as well as performed 111
many Circle mainstage shows.

1999,2000

bodyphrased production
with supravisuals
directed by
Ron Bieganski

Performances at the Getz
are free for Columbia
students and faculty and
are supported in part by the

Urban Missions
Program of the
Office of Community
Arts Partnerships.
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and ''Jack and Jill." Both were shown at Kishwaukee
College in Malta, Illinois. ""Jack and Jill" was filmed using
a vintage 1922 motion picture camera. wh1ch had to be
cranked at 24 frames per second. Eric also rece1ves valued
experience as well as the finances needed to make h1s own
films by serving as the assistant location manager on the
set of"ER."
Carty C rone founded ""Beyond Shoes·· a non-profit organizauon that collected 50.000 pairs of shoes m 1999 and
2000 for the less fortunate of Afnca. She began her shoe
collecting campaign after leammg of wom1s. a d1scasc
caused by exposure of bare feet to contaminated water.
Carly contacted Illinois Congressman Danny K. Davis
who arranged to have the shoes flown to A fnca free of
charge. After much time a
Ronit Bczalel directed ··Voices of Cabnm."" a
documentary of the demolition of Chicago "s most notorious housing project. Filmed from 1995-99 ··voices·· takes
a close look at the strong African-American community
that lived within Cabrini. It was shown at 80 community
forums. including Columbia College. through a Chicago
screening tour and was aired on WTTW-Ch. II . The film
marked Ronit 's fifth social documentary.
David McQuillen directed the award-winning
science fiction film "The Materialists," which a1red on the
Sci-Fi Channel's "Exposure," a one-hour weekly series
featuring shon science fiction films. This broadcast marks
the first time "Exposure" has ever devoted the whole hour
to one short. 'The Materialists" has a 33-minute run time,
which left time for the network to fill the rest of the hour
with a "day-in-the-life" showing McQuillen at work. The
film 's cast and crew were all from Chicago. The plot is
about a man who receives a brain transplant and shortly
thereafter is taken hold by the donor's traits, memories
and emotions. "The Materialists" won a gold medal for
best graduate thesis at the WorldFest Houston
International Film Festival. David has also taken on an
editing job for the new national series on Fox Sports Net,
"Preps." The show highlights top high school basketball
players.
Michael Ullegue and Joshua Kolnus have broken into the Chicago music scene with their band Good
Word. Only six months after coming together , the band
opened for one of Chicago's leading rock cover bands,
Maggie Speaks, at the Cubby Bear Lounge. The band has
performed at the Olde Town Inn in Mount Prospect and
David's Bistro in Des Plaines. Primarily rock oriented, the
band also performs acoustic, funk, reggae, jazz and blues.
Shannon Peoples has been working closely with
Denzel Washington on his new film," Training
Day",about a rookie cop (Ethan Hawke) on his first day
working in the narcotics division of the LAPD. Scheduled
release date from Warner Bros. is September, 200 I.

Getz Theater 72 E.

11th St.

Tue. Oct. 9 and Oct. 16 at 10
Wed. Oct. 10 and Oct. 17 at 10
Fri. Oct. 12 and Oct. 19 at 7
Sat. Oct. 13 and Oct. 20 at 3

am
am
pm
pm

tks: $10 general : $5 student or pay what you can
Columbia College Students and Faculty FREE

(773) 772-7248

freestreet.org

Adam Rehmeier (' 00) 1s d1rectmg, and
Jeffrey Guziak (' 99) is shootmg and producing a 25 minute 35mm AFI thesis film
called " Henry and Marvin" starling on June
26. Sets are being built on stage 14 of the
CBS Studio City lot.

..
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Note-Takers
$$ Earn Extra $$

1

V&yow~ffOOtL c:laMr ~?
W~yowbetw~t& iharl!/~wit:h-other- ~?

If so.
The Conaway Achievement Project
would like to hear from you!
Call or stop by
(312) 344 - 8132

33 E. Congress
Suite 603

The Underground Cafe
BASEMENT OF THE MAIN BUilDING
OPEN: MOtiJAY- TlltmSDAY 8:00 AM- 6:30 PM
nmAY 8:00 AM - 3:00 PM

.. Hot Sandwiches to order!
• Sausage or Vegetable Foccacias!
• Awesome Big Cookies!
.. Gourmet Hot Pretzels!
.. Salads!

Yum , Yum !

·'
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ConUnued from back page
or the Chicago Bears."
Much of the sports world is at a loss for
what can be done to protect players and
fans from harms way. Metal detectors
have been advocated by some and dismissed by others. The question in some
minds is whether detectors would make
any difference at all .
"I'm not much of an expert on those
types of machines and how effective they
are," Parins said. "But given what I know,
there IS always a chance for error in the
way that people operate them. I don't really know if it will ever come to that. l
guess I'm hoping that it doesn't. Sporting
events are supposed to be recreational
events and that would tremendously hurt
the game."
The business side of sports, which seems
unimportant right now for many, is also
hurting. Local sports bars in Chicago, and
businesses in general, have seen a decline
in traffic since the first week of
September.
"No question, our business is way, way
down," said Ed C lamcan, who owns

Hawkeyes, a popular hangout for Chicago
Blackhawk fans. "The Hawks only had
about 2,500 people at their first exhibition
game. The fan s just aren' t around right
now, and it's certainly hurting business.
We will really see where we are come
Sunday mornings when the Bears play.
We have all the television packages, and
by this [past] Sunday we will be able to
tell how business is going to be. But right
now I'm concerned. We all are."
The Blackhawks understand the economic situation and sympathize with their
fans.
"Everybody has their priorities in terms
of where they want to spend their money,"
Blackhawk spokesperson Jim DeMaria
said. "We can understand and respect that.
Everybody right now is trying to find a
release from the stress and pressure that
we've all been under the last week and
probably will be for some time. If sports
are what gives them that relief, then fine.
It's basically an ind ividual issue that
everyone has to deal with in their own
way."

The Yankees and White Sox got back to work last Tuesday.

Fans both happy and concerned
By Jill Helmer
Assistant Editor
When four hija~ked planes crashed into the World Trade Center, the
Pentagon and just outside of PittsbUrgh on Sept. II, virtually everything
that makes up everyday life in America stopped. Even major league baseball, "America's pastime," and all other major league sports came to a
screeching halt for nearly a week-something that has never before happened in this country.
But now, nearly two weeks later, things are beginning to return to normal. Pro sporting events resumed last Monday, and though the terrorist
attacks still seem to have a presence over the country's mindset, many people are welcoming the startup of pro sports again, and several Columbia
students are among the ones who are.
"People do need their lives to be normal and back in place. We've been
invaded with these images, and we need to give our minds a break. It was
appropriate to stop [sports) for a while, but it's time to get back," said Lott
Hill, a fiction writing grad student at Colwnbia.
Senior Tom Kasalo, a radio major at Columbia, agrees that an appropriate length of time has passed, and it's time for sports to start up again.
" It could be a way to-not forget-but put aside what's happened," he
said.
However, Kasalo showed some concern for the possible threat that massive crowds of people at a sporting event could pose.
"I'm tom though, because it could be yet another gathering of masses,
and we could end up as sitting ducks. But it can also be us all coming
together as on~mass patriotism-saying 'you haven' t done anything to
us,' and basically saying evel)(lhing to them that Bush said, about them not
breaking the foundat ion of our country," he said.
Security at sports stadiums does seem to be one of the big concerns
among Colwnbia students, although most say that they would feel safe
attend.ing a game.
" Right now, l don't know that anything couJd happen. They're taking
security measures; they're searching bags, and you ;an't park by any major
stadiwns,'' said John, a Colwnbia student who wished not to have his last
narne published.
"I wouldn't feel insecure going to a Cubs game," said Lott.
Another concern expressed by Lott, and yet another reason he thinks it's
time for people to return to the ballparks, is revenue.
"People are being laid off; people are losing their jobs. [Returning to the
ballparks] will help the economy. They bring in so much money, and [the
attacks] will probably decrease attendance," he said.
Columbia student Eric Holstrom, a sophomore fine arts major, said that
Americans need to start doing normal things- like going to sporting
events-as a way to show the terrorists that they haven't affected us.
"That's what terrorists want, for us to stop domg things we normally do.
We can't let them win,'' he said.

The Chronicle's Fantasy Football Weekly
By Jake Delahaut

lst Down: "The Rant" Sporting events are insignificant when compared to our
nations
recent
tragedy.
However, this does not mean
that sports are unimportant.
Many Americans follow sporting events with passion and
should not be embarrassed by
this fac t. How insignificant
does the new Harry Potter film,
Daniel Steele nove l, or upcoming television season appear
when compared to recent terrorist attacks?
These pop culture items all
pale in comparison, but that
does not mean that they should
fade away t'Tom o ur recreational life. All sports have been put
into their proper perspective
but hasn't everything else too?
2nd Down: "The Trends "Look fo r higher scoring games
to continue now that the regular referees are working the
sidelines. In week one the
replacement referees allowed
defenders to initiate contact
more, with the result being
fewer long gai ns. Fantasy
players, especially the wide
receivers, were affected by
these liberal defensive techniques. Now that the regular

3rd Down: "The MatchUps"- Bye week teams: Bears,
Lions, and Titans. The Steelers
are now the only franchise that
runs the 3-4 defense in the NFL
and could cause the Bills (Rob
Johnson, Travis Henry, Eric
Moulds, and Jay Riemersma)
new-look West Coast offense
to struggle with a defensive
scheme that they rarely see.
Also, look for the Saints
(Aaron
Brooks,
Ri cky
Will iams, and Joe Hom) and
Buccaneers ( Brad Johnson,
Warrick Dunn, and Keyshawn
Johnson) to struggle against
quality opponents in their first
games since opening weekend.
4th Down: "The Predictions
l am not here to tell you to start
Randy Moss or bench Skip
Hicks (now with the Titans),
but each week we will cover
some players that will exceed
expectations or post a goose
egg for your fantasy squad.
Hot: QB- Donovan McNabbLook for McNabb to exploit
the overrated Cowboy defense
for two touchdowns and 31 0
i'J' Photo/Jack Oempsey passing yards.
RB-Jama l
AndersonRickey Williams may struggle against the Giants.
Anderson will have a big day,
referees are back, the defensive Smith or
scoring two touchdowns and
match-ups will play a lesser Muhsin Muhammad over less- rushing for 125 yards against
role in determining who to start er knowns with more favorable the Cardinals.
at the wide receiver position. match-ups such as David
WR-Antonio Freeman-90
For week three consider start- Boston,
Pinkston, yards and two touchdowns.
Todd
ing players such as Amani Keenan McCardell or Oronde
Toomer, Wayne Chrebet, Rod Gadsden.

Cold: QB-Trent Green-2 10
yards and one touchdown
against a tough Redskin backfield.
RB-AII Bronco running
backs. Terrell Davis is hurt,
Mike Anderson is a number
two, and Olandis Gary has
spl inters. Don 't risk play ing
any of them.
WR-Marvin Harrison. The
Patriots may lack talent, but
they know how to shut down
top receivers. Harrison will be
limited to 60 yards receiving.

The Question Of
The Week

-

" I'm in a keeper league. Is
A.nthonr, Thomas worth picking-up?'
-Scott from Chicago

JD: James Allen began the
season as the starter, 6ut look
for Thomas to take over the
goal-line role. He put up 19
touchdowns last year at
Michigan, and at 230 pounds
he is a load to bring down.
Pick him up and you couJd
see dividends sooner than
expected.
If you wouJd like to ask a
fantasy (football) question,
e-mail Jake at champbailey99@hotmail.com.

..

Security in sports increased

M' Photo/Chuck Burton

A large gate blocks the entrance to Ericsson Stadium in Charlotte, N.C., Sunday, Sept. 16. The scheduled NFL game between the Carolina Panthers and the New England
Patriots was cancelled last weekend because of the September 11 terrorist attacks.

By Scott Vencl
Sports Editor
Raoul Sarhat walked up to the gates of
Lambeau Fie ld back in December o f
1998, just another fan among the thousand s already there. l ie gave his ticket to
the attendant , and wa lked into the sta nds
to join the rest o f the so ld-out crowd getti ng ready to w atch the Green Bay
Packers play the Tam pa Bay Buccaneers
on a chi lly afternoon. But wh ile the res t
o f the fan~ either stayed in their scats
d uring the ga me or went to get hot
chocolate that da), Sarhat d id something
m uch d ifTcrcnt. lie left hi!> !>cat sometime during the ga me and broke into the
Packer\' loc ker room wit h a came ra and
a dufTcl bag .
Sarhat wa' fo und and arrested . Packer
o ffi cial'> were un\ure what hi' motive
wa'> for breaking 111 , hut acco rd ing to
Green Bay l'oltce, during <JUe, tioning
Sarhat '>aid he wa .. there to take picture'>
o f the p layer'>. When the po lice de ve loped the pi cture'>. the y fo und o n ly
Image'> of an empty l .ambeau Fie ld . I he
duffel bag that wa'> con li..caled contained o ver ~100 , 000 . ;\!t he time of his
arrc'>t, Sarhat wa'> li ving in the same area
of I· lorida !ha l many o f the hijackers of
lhc nation \ Scpl. If tragedy were living
in .
" I don ' t wan! to gel into any detail,"
( ireen fl ay l'ackcr Director of Security

Jerry Parin"' said. "But I can asc;urc you
that lhc !cam and myse lf have di,cu" cd
thai s iiUa lio n. It is now bci n14 hand led hy
lhc 1·111, and I' m com fo rtah le wit h the
way the ~it uation IS now."
'I he rc~t o f the cou ntry i' 1101 so comfortable. When two p l:mcs c ra~hcd into
the World 'I radc Cc11tcr 011 Sepl. I I , life
111 the United States chaii!!Cd fore ver. No
I' "'J4Cr were people able to go about their
tf;uf y h vcMWith the same feeling o f scwn ty !hal they had held the day hc lorc.
While d"tiiV,t• we re imminc111 al air·

po n s around the co untry, the s ports
" o rld started to devise their O\\n safctv
plans to make s ure that fans and players
at stad iums were safe during a time o f
inc reased awareness in regards to o ur
natio nal security.
M aj or League Baseball was quick with
changes. Fans wo n 't be penn itted to
bring backpacks or o ther bags into stadi ums, at least thro ugh the end of this season. Some venues around the country,
like Coors Field in Colorado. let fans go
in and out o f the stadium during the
game. That , too, will no longer be
allowed.
College spurts als o began devis ing
plans to increase security. Offic ia ls at
Penn State !>pent the past week rev iewing di fTcrent types o f sa fety measures
tha t would ens ure fa n' that the ir fa ci lities arc a secure p lm.: e to t:nmc and
watch a game. 'I here w ill he a price to
pay for that extra sense o f securi ty.
" Fan~ ' hould anticipate needing l'XIra
lime to ent er the s tad ium gates d ue to till'
additiona l meas ures that w ill be impkme ntcd ," Penn S tate ' pokcspl·rson Jell
Ne l, o n ' aid.
!.ike ha, chall . those meas ures ind utlc
proh ibiting t:u" from bring ing large
purses, ba g~ and hack packs to the stadi um. Any items brought lo the stad ium
will he searched . l'cnn State also plans
lo have an increased number o f personnel around the stmlium sho uld there be
a11y problems.
" We have also made a request to the
local airports a11<l the l'i\ ;\ to prohibit
plane' wit h banner ad vert isements from
ll ying o ver the "ad i11111 (Ill !(lnnc days,"
Nebon said.
Wh ile some li1ns may he frustrated hy
the increased hussle of !(etl ing into and
oul o f the stadium, l' enn State athl et ic
director Tim Curley says it 's necessary
due to the event ' of Ihe past couple o f
weeks.
" We feel we need to lake the preca ultons we deem approprin lc tu ensure that
o11r fa ns will he uhlc to enjoy l'e11n State

foo tball as they a lways have in the past."
said. "The safety of the fans has
a lways been the to p priority at all our
athletic events."
The N FL and the Chicago Bears have
a lso assured fans that safety is their
biggest concem .
" We will certa inly have an increased
amount o f security at this [past} weekend's game against Jackso nv ille, and for
Bears'
the rema inder of the year,"
Public Relations Manager Scott Hagel
said .
But what about next year? Whi le
leag ues and teams
have made s ure to
inc rease
safety
at
g ames this y ear, it 's
anyone g uess as to
what sports fans will
face starting next Sl'aCu rl e~

become a terrorist target because of its
natio nal te lev ision exposure and
because it has a team from Washin gton
.D.C., play ing in it.
" I don't know if it 's more of a specific worry because they are from D.C.,"
Parins said about the Redskins game.
"but you obvious ly put the numbers
together and you add them up and it
becomes an ideal situation. You do think
of those things. But I don' t believe that
it 's making it any di fferent than if we
were play ing the Dallas Cow boys here

See Security, page 31

son.
" Depending on what
happen s from now
until a year from no w
w it h football and the
world, the tight sec ur ity could possib ly be
modifi ed a li llie bit,"
Parins said . " But I
th ink there w ill always
be a more intense security o pcrutio n. and I
think o ur w ho le country has changed in that
regard . It will c llc ct us
for 11 long time to
come."
l'arins nnd his
Puckers huvc their own
Sl'curity co ncerns to
worry nhnut. They
hos t the Wash ington
Rcdskins ton ight in the
first Mnnduy N ight
Fnnthn ll gnmc s ince
liP Pllo~itl Kottroon
the e ve nts of Sept. II .
Snn1c rudin tnlk show The New Jersey Devlla and the New York Rengera stand
hnsts h nv~ Slll'Cnlntcd together during the national anthem before their flrat pretha t th<· gn mc co uld INIOn game on Sept. 19 In New York.
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